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A BSTR A CT

Collaborative Literacy Learning Communities: Wbat Three Title I
Schools Teach Us
by
Carol Ann Esposito
Dr. M artha Young, Exam ination Com m ittee Chair
Professor, C urriculum and Instruction
U niversity o f N evada, Las Vegas
M any school reform ers endorse collaborative learning com m unities among
educators since the mid 1980’s to im prove schools. Learning com m unities strengthen the
school’s culture o f learning. Collaborative literacy learning com m unities focus on
collaboration about literacy learning among teachers as well as the acceptance and
exchange o f literacy learning leadership roles by the literacy specialist and classroom
teachers. This research investigates the three schools’ culture o f learning. Each school
reflects a different culture o f learning (i.e. highly collaborative, moderately collaborative,
and non-collaborative). This study reveals reciprocity in learning and learning leadership
and support from learning leaders maintain pow erful com m unities o f learning. N egative
influences o f the school’s traditional culture o f learning and threats to teachers’ selfefficacy in their craft constrain collaborative learning and learning leadership roles.
Recom m endations are m ade for further research to support teachers’ collaborative
learning and learning leadership in Title I schools.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRO DU CTIO N
The issue o f school reform has been a societal concern since the second half of
the twentieth century. Since the mid 1950’s our country w itnessed a series o f public
school reform proposals resulting in a series o f school reform m ovements. These
proposals have been characterized by a bureaucratic control o f education through a heavy
em phasis on standardization in the curriculum and testing, increased student assessments,
and added qualifications in teacher certification program s and student graduation
requirements.
However, results from norm reference or standardized tests, criterion reference
tests, as well as the National A ssessm ent o f Educational Progress (NAEP) reports from
the late 1980’s dem onstrate that public schools are unsuecessful in narrowing the literacy
academic achievem ent gap betw een students. For example, standardized reading test
scores o f fourth grade students in certain Title 1 schools in the southwestern part o f our
country from a 2004 standardized test indicate almost 50% o f fourth grade students’
reading scores remain in the low est quartile. These scores report the percentage of
students’ functioning in the low est achievem ent quartile has not been reduced. The
NAEP 2003 reading results o f fourth grade students showed no significant change in the
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scores since 1992 to conclude the gap in literacy achievement o f fourth grade students at
the basic (lowest) level has not significantly improved.
School reform researchers view collaborative literacy learning and literacy
learning leadership by the literacy specialist and classroom teachers in learning
com m unities as an answ er to strengthening elementary-age students’ literacy growth. In
place since the mid 1980’s, this paradigm in professional development provides a
contrast to the traditional culture o f learning in schools. Collaborative literacy learning
com m unities are intended to enable teachers to meet students’ literacy learning needs by
engaging in shared learning experiences with colleagues (Barth, 1990, D uFour and Baker,
1998; Little, 1981, 1982, 1990; Rosenholtz, 1991). M any researchers agree teachers are
the experts in education and school reform since teachers are in the daily classroom
situation (Barth, 1990; Sergiovanni, 1994).
Educational theorists believe the social construction of know ledge leads to
learning growth (Dewey, 1916, 1938; Vygotsky, 1978). V ygotsky’s (1978) theory o f the
zone o f proxim al developm ent (ZPD) states learning growth occurs when learning is
scaffolded by a know ledgeable other. Dewey (1916, 1938) explained learning is a social
process. Effective collaborative literacy learning com munities support the open
exchange o f know ledge about literacy learning as well as support reciprocity in literacy
learning and literacy learning leadership. Learners are encouraged to becom e learning
leaders and learning leaders becom e powerful learners (Barth, 1990, 2001). In addition,
learning is spiraled through collaboration with colleagues because old and new ideas are
introduced and revisited. C ollaboration supports B runer’s (1977) w ork explaining the
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recursiveness o f learning. The theory o f the recursive nature of learning explains
learning occurs when learning is spiraled.
C ollaborative literacy learning com m unities am ong educators improves the
culture of learning in schools by raising students’ academ ic achievement, teachers’ sense
o f self-efficacy, and ultimately the professionalization o f teaching (Barth, 1990; Fullan,
2001; Rosenholtz, 1991). Powerful literacy learning com m unities reflect dem ocratic
learning contexts because these com m unities produce powerful learning about literacy
within a supportive learning environm ent. This learning culture lays the foundation for
democratic schools. Dewey believed grow th in learning supports democratic schools.
These schools provide learning contexts to strengthen dem ocracy in society (Dewey,
1916). Understanding the supportive and constraining factors o f collaborative literacy
learning is necessary to establish and m aintain these learning cultures in Title 1 schools.
In an effort to understand these characteristics, this research studied the learning cultures
in three Title 1 schools. The following section explains the purpose o f the study, states
the focus questions, and outlines this chapter. The focus of this discussion is related to
the area of perceptions o f literacy learning and teaching in Title 1 Schools.

Purpose o f the Study
The purpose of this study was to exam ine the literacy learning culture in three
Title 1 schools through an investigation o f how their perceptions o f collaborative literacy
learning and literacy learning leadership support their learning com munities. The
schools’ perspectives on collaboration as a learning tool and supporting reciprocity in
learning and learning leadership were investigated. This exploration defined the culture
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o f learning in each school. These learning cultures provide the answers to school reform
dem ands to raise the literacy achievem ent of students in Title 1 schools

These issues

are considered within the theoretical fram eworks o f Bruner, (1977), Dewey (1916, 1938),
and V ygotsky (1978).

Questions
W ith the purpose o f the study defined, the following five questions served as the
fram ework for this research:
1. W hat are the characteristics that define a learning com m unity related to literacy
learning and literacy learning leadership in three Title I Schools?
2. W hat characteristics define collaboration as a learning tool in the learning
com m unities o f these Title I Schools?
3. W hat are teachers’ perceptions of the literacy specialist’s leadership style as it
affects collaboration in the schools’ learning com m unities?
4. How do the teachers’ perceptions o f the literacy specialist’s role as literacy
learning leader influence the collaborative learning culture in the three schools?
5. W hat are the teachers’ perceptions of the classroom teacher as literacy learning
leader and how do these perceptions influence collaboration in their schools?

Rationale for the Study
The study investigated the three schools’ perspectives on the need for support in
learning, as discussed by D ew ey (1916, 1938), V ygotsky (1978), and B runer (1977). The
study was designed to determ ine the characteristics defining the collaborative learning
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culture in the three Title 1 schools. The literacy specialist is influential as learner and
literacy learning leader in learning com m unities (Bean, 2001, 2004). Classroom teachers
also share in the responsibility o f learning leadership within these com m unities
(Rosenholtz, 1991; Troen and Boles, 2003; W asley, 1991). Through interviews with
teachers and literacy specialists, the schools’ perspectives on the leadership styles and
roles o f the literacy specialist as literacy learning leader were exam ined. The schools’
perspectives are understood as discussed in V ygotsky’s (1978) concept o f the collective
o f people constituting the group.

The purpose was to determ ine ways their perspectives

affected the schools’ learning com m unities. In addition, the schools’ perceptions o f the
classroom teacher as literacy learning leader and the ways these perceptions influenced
collaboration also w ere exam ined. To better understand collaborative literacy learning
com m unities, the following section provides the theoretical fram ew ork o f this research.
The rationale for the study is to provide background on why it is im portant to
exam ine schools’ perceptions o f collaboration and the ways these perceptions influence
their collaborative learning culture. This study was designed to increase understanding of
the influences o f the traditional culture o f learning in schools and threats to self-efficacy
in on e’s craft as literacy learner and literacy learning leader on collaboration. This
review section is a discussion o f a) the history o f modern school reform , b) assessm ent
issues, c) learning com m unities, and d) collaborative learning cultures.
H istory o f M odern School Reform
The target o f a number o f federal and state initiatives since the mid 1950’s has
been reform in education (DuFour and Baker, 1998; Fullan, 2001; Levine, 1997). Table
1.1 lists the school reform initiatives from the 1950’s to the present.
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Table 1.1

Federal and State S ch ool R eform Initiatives

Legislation from 1950s to Present
1950’s

• N ational D efense Education A ct, 1958

1960's

• E con om ic Opportunity A ct and the Elem entary and Secondary Education Act
(E S E A ), 1965
• E S E A Title 1, 1965
• D esegregation in S ch ools
• D esegregation in S ch o o ls

1970's

• Em ergency S ch ool Aid A ct (E S A A ), 1973
• L aw s focusing on back to basics, standardization, and assessm ent
• Education C onsolidation and Im provem ent A ct, 1980

1980's

• A N ation At Risk, 1983
• A N ation Prepared: Teachers for the 21st C entury (Carnegie Report, 1986)
• T o m orrow ’s Teachers (H olm es Group R eport, 1986)
• G oals 2 0 0 0 Plan, 1989
1990's to

• T o m o rro w ’s S ch o o ls (H olm es Group R eport, 1990)

Present

• N ational Education Standards and Im provem ent C ouncil, 1991
• N ational Reading C om m ission, 1998
• N ational Reading E xcellen ce A ct, 1998
• N ational Reading Panel, 1999, 2 0 0 0
• N o Child Left Behind A ct, 2001
• C om prehensive Sch ool Restructuring D em onstration Project
• G ear Up

The call for reform began with the launching o f the Russian spacecraft. Sputnik
(1957) and becam e intensified with Japan’s ascendance to econom ic power. The federal
governm ent’s response with legislation in the 1950’s to create a teacher-proof curriculum
was followed by three waves o f federal school reform initiatives. (See table 1.1). These
waves have been characterized by 1) the hierarchal control of authority in education, 2) a
reliance on standardization in the curriculum and testing, 3) increased assessm ents for
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students, and 4) the im position o f increased demands o f curriculum , testing, and
graduation for students as well as added certification requirem ents for teachers.
The first w ave began in the 1960’s and continued through the 1970’s. This period
w as marked by the bureaucratic control o f education by state and federal legislatures
enforcing a back-to-basics student curriculum. Reform efforts focused on standardization
of schools and curriculum through school accountability, student assessm ent, and
budgeting reforms. This reform period was also characterized by a focus on equality in
education and desegregation in schools (Du Four and Baker, 1998; Fullan, 1997; M iron
and St. John, 2003). (See table 1.1).
A fter President Ronald R eagan’s report A Nation At Risk (1983) the public
realized the gap in student achievem ent was not lessened and school reform could not be
accomplished by standardizing students’ learning needs. The second wave o f reform ,
known as the Bxcellence M ovem ent, began. President George B ush’s Goals 2000 plan
(1989) outlining eight goals to improve education emerged during this time. H ow ever,
when these utopian goals were not realized, the federal governm ent’s efforts to im prove
education were refocused and the third wave o f reform began (D uFour and Baker, 1998).
The third w ave o f reform , known as the Restructuring M ovement, began at the
end of the 1980’s and has continued into the 21*' century. This period has been m arked
by a reliance on national goals and standards in education. During this period states
received authority to control education and teachers were em powered to make site-based
instructional and m anagerial decisions at local school sites. The International Reading
O rganization (IRA) (1998) established standards in literacy teaching for reading
professionals or literacy specialists and classroom teachers as well as standards for
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literacy specialist positions (Bean, 2004; Lyons and Pinnell, 2001; Vogt and Shearer,
2003). The reliance on standards in education continued as seen in the work of the
National Reading Panel (1999) and The N o Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) (2001) (See
table 1.1).
This period also w itnessed the swing o f the pendulum o f school reform toward the
establishm ent of collaborative literacy learning com m unities among educators as well as
teachers acting as literacy learning leaders within these com m unities (Barth, 1990;
Carnegie Forum, 1986; D uFour and Baker, 1998; Fullan, 1998, 2001; Holmes Group,
1986, 1990; Lieberman, 1986, 1988; Lieberm an and W ood, 2001; Sergiovanni, 1994)
(See table 1.1). These researchers believe effective collaborative learning com m unities
strengthen teachers as literacy learners and teachers to address students’ literacy learning
needs and raise their level o f literacy achievem ent. School reform efforts enforcing a
bureaucratic control of education have been unsuccessful in increasing students’ literacy
growth. In opposition to this, many researchers support teachers’ collaborative learning
com m unities as a school reform m ovem ent (Fullan, 2001; DuFour and Baker, 1998).
Collaborative learning com m unities among educators thrive in school cultures
em phasizing shared learning w ithin supportive learning environm ents (Barth, 1990; JohnSteiner, 2000; Lieberman, 1986, 1988; Little, 1981; M iller, 2001). These learning
cultures strive to achieve educational growth. These dem ocratic learning contexts
support grow th in literacy, establish dem ocratic schools, and extend the growth of
dem ocracy in society (Barth, 1990; Dewey, 1916; 1938).
A ssessm ent Issues
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H ochschild’s and Scovronick’s (2003) research found many Americans agreed
the purpose o f schooling was to prom ote responsible citizens. However, a num ber of
researchers agreed our public schools have not been able to prepare students to meet the
challenges o f a diverse society both locally and globally as an educated citizenry. These
researchers also expressed pessim ism about the public schools’ abilities to meet students’
diverse learning needs and achieve successful reform (D uFour and Baker, 1998; Fullan,
2001; Levine, 1997). National test results since 1998 have reflected the schools’
inabilities to narrow the literacy achievem ent gap o f the students in the lowest
achievem ent quartile. These results were indicated through annual standardized or norm
reference tests (N R T’s), criterion reference tests (C R T ’s), and the National Association
o f Educational Progress (NAEP) reports. The National A ssessm ent o f Educational
Progress (NAEP) is a nationally representative sample survey o f student achievem ent in
the core subject areas. The NAEP governing board explained these tests measure what
students know and can do as well as their ability to respond to what is expeeted o f them.
This board also stated these results are used to understand trends in student academic
achievem ent. Contrary to B arth’s (1990) b elief about the inability o f standardized testing
to m easure students’ academic grow th, society continues to rely on these tests as
m easures o f students’ academic achievem ent.
These results indicate public schools seem unable to meet the diverse learning
needs o f students in the lowest perform ance quartile. This also is problem atic because o f
the annual yearly progress (AYP) provision o f the NCLB law m andating every school in
the country m ust m easure their students’ yearly progress in math and reading/language
arts. Schools not m eeting their A Y P goals for tw o or more consecutive years will be
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identified as “in need o f im provem ent” and will be subjected to further bureaucratic
control.

Learning C om m unities
M any researchers explain the need for school improvement has resulted from the
influence o f the traditional culture of learning in schools. This culture is characterized by
a hierarchal control o f authority and the preference by teachers to work in isolation rather
than in collaboration with one another (Barth, 1990; Callahan, 1962; Fullan, 2001).
M uch o f the educational research o f the past 20 years supports powerful collaborative
com m unities o f learning to com bat this influence and improve teaching and learning
(Barth, 1990; H olm es Group, 1986, 1990; M iller, 2001; Sergiovanni, 1994).
Furtherm ore, John-Steiner (2000) strongly supported “socially-shared” or “sociallydistributed” cognition (p. 192) am ong educators when she stated, “Solo practices are
insufficient to meet the challenges and new com plexities o f classrooms, parenting, and
the changing w orkplace” (p. 192). This situation has led to teacher burn out, frustration,
feelings o f being overw orked, boredom , and inclinations to leave teaching. Researchers
agreed with John-Steiner’s b elief in the pow er o f learning communities. C ollaborative
learning increases teachers’ excitem ent about their practice, increases their spirit o f
collegiality, reduces or even rem oves teachers’ disenchantm ent and attrition from the
workforce, and revitalizes the teaching profession. Learning within powerful
collaborative literacy learning com m unities is vital to school im provement. These
com m unities m otivate and inspire teachers to share their knowledge about literacy as well

10
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as the responsibility o f literacy learning leadership. ((Barth, 1990; Lyons and Pinnell,
2001; Miller, 2001; Rosenholtz, 1991).

Collaborative Learning Cultures
The strong support o f a collaborative learning culture within the school results in
increased student academ ic achievem ent (Barth, 1990; Du Four and Baker, 1998; Fullan,
2001; Lieberman, 1986; Little, 1981). C ollaborative learning cultures are described by
school reformers as “the needed reculturization o f the school” (Leonard and Leonard,
1999; Lieberman, 1986). Effective collaboration about literacy supports a shared vision
o f success in learning for students and teachers. Teachers experience feelings o f selfefficacy as literacy learners and teachers when students’ academ ic achievem ent in
literacy increases (Rosenholtz, 1991). Barth (1990) added dem ocracy in education is
strengthened when teachers work collaboratively to im prove their teaching practice.
These foundational areas (i.e. the history o f m odern school reform, assessm ent
issues, learning com m unities, and collaborative learning cultures) served as the basis of
the purpose o f this study. To understand the influences o f past school reform efforts on
these areas and on the im provem ent o f schools, an understanding o f the historical and
societal influences on education is necessary. The background section makes the purpose
o f the study clearer by explaining how these influences have shaped our system o f
education and why m any researchers support educators’ collaborative learning
com m unities for literacy learning and teaching.

11
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Background
Historical Influences to Support C ollaborative Learning Communities
The beliefs in routinization, standardization, com partm entalization, and
centralization characterizing the Industrial Revolution are evident in the schools’ support
o f the hierarchal control o f authority (Callahan, 1962). Teachers are told how to teach by
adm inistrators, district supervisors, politicians, parents, and the media. The notion o f
com partm entalization is evidenced by teachers’ preferences to w ork in isolation rather
than with their colleagues and teachers’ self-perceptions as followers and not leaders of
learning. The business ethic o f cost-effectiveness is evident in the crowded classroom
situations and the one-size-fits-all assem bly line m entality in teaching and learning. The
focus on standardization in schools is seen by the heavy focus on standardized tests as
measures o f students’ academ ic achievem ent as well as the im position o f increased
qualification requirem ents for teachers and for student graduation. Heavy work demands
on both teachers and students also characterize this business ethic. This situation is
further aggravated by societal dem ands for increased student academic achievem ent.
Societal Influences to Support C ollaborative Learning Com m unities
In addition to these historical influences, societal conditions may further
contribute to students’ being at risk in their literacy learning development. Typically,
many o f the students living in low socio-econom ic environm ents are subjected to a cycle
o f intergenerational poverty resulting from negative family, environm ental, societal,
income, and language issues. These influences ultim ately affect the physical, intellectual,
and educational growth o f these students (Kozol, 1991; Payne, 1998).
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Schools in poor areas are characterized by a larger pupil population w ho lack
basic am enities, a large disparity in educational spending, less qualified teachers, and
higher levels o f violence, disruption, and adm inistrative turmoil (Kozol, 1991;
H ochschild and Scovronick (2003). Often, m any o f these students may start school with
a w eak foundation in literacy as a result o f possible family variables including low
education levels, low literacy levels, language issues, the absence o f one or tw o parents,
or econom ic factors causing many parents to work more than one jo b (Payne, 1998).
M any students have high levels o f transiency or absenteeism coupled with the lack
adequate instructional support at home. M any second language students in these schools
m ay experience language related learning problem s. D ifferent teaching and learning
philosophies may interfere with students’ individual learning style or language needs.
The children’s cultural background may pose additional learning problem s for
students. Teachers m ay impose their own cultural beliefs about learning on students
causing the children’s culture to be ignored and preventing students to make learning
connections (Au, 1993; Danielson, 1996; Y okoto and Teale, 2002).
Given these realities, researchers have been supporting collaborative com m unities
o f learning to help educators learn how to address the students’ unique learning needs. In
contrast to the traditional school culture favoring teachers working in isolation, learning
com m unities enable teachers to share their know ledge, ideas, and areas o f expertise to
im prove teaching practices needed to increase students’ literacy growth. Professional
developm ent occurring within a socially constructed learning situation enables teachers to
participate in open, interactive, and relevant learning experiences (Levine, 1997; Lyons,
2001 ).
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R esearchers support collegiality as the m eans to help teachers im prove their
practice (Barth, 1990; Little, 1981, 1986, 1990,1993). Little (1986) stated “ . . . by
working closely with colleagues, teachers derive instructional range, depth and
flexibility” (p. 56). Little (1981) believed collaborative learning may reduce the
uncertainties o f teaching described by Lortie (1975) as being endem ic to teaching.
Establishing and m aintaining school cultures supporting this type o f learning strengthens
the autonom y o f group learning and discourage teachers from working in isolation.
Researchers believe strong collaborative learning cultures in schools are vital in
maintaining the kind o f learning needed to im prove literacy learning in our schools
(Barth, 1990; Du Four and Eaker, 1998; Fullan, 2001; John-Steiner, 2000; Lieberman,
1989; Little, 1981, 1982, 1990, 1993; Rosenholtz, 1991; Sergiovanni, 1994). The
following section provides the theoretical foundation for collaborative learning
environm ents am ong educators as well as reinforces support for this form o f professional
development.

Foundational Theoretical Fram ew ork
The traditional isolationist mentality or “in-the-head” (John-Steiner, 2000)
cognitive developm ent theory prevents or restricts constructive professional dialogue to
improve literacy learning and teaching. Effective collaborative group learning opposes
the Piagetian theory focusing on the autonom y o f the individual to control one’s
cognitive developm ent. W orking together enables teachers to build a know ledge base
about effective literacy teaching and develop a shared language about their craft. The
collaborative process in learning is supported by learning theorists from the social-
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constructionist and cultural-historical schools o f thought. Dewey (1916, 1938), a socialconstructionist theorist, and Vygotsky (1978), a cultural-historical theorist, agreed
learning is a socially constructed process. D ew ey and Vygotsky focused on the necessity
o f the individual’s scaffolded support in a learning situation by know ledgeable others.
These theorists agreed learning occurs within a context supportive o f mediated learning
through shared learning experiences. A collaborative com m unity o f learning encourages
and m aintains this type o f learning within a nonthreatening learning environm ent.
Vygotsky (1978) believed learning occurs first interpersonally and then
intrapersonally. This b elief supports his theory o f the zone o f proxim al developm ent
(ZPD). The ZPD focuses on the necessity o f a scaffolding approach in learning. This
learning support helps the learner learn new tasks and eventually becom e independent in
perform ing these tasks. V ygotsky also believed when an individual shares know ledge
with a group o f others both the group and the individual benefit because the know ledge
sharing increases everyone’s know ledge base.
Dewey explained a shared learning environm ent invites and supports open and
participative learning. This type o f learning context leads to learning growth for its
participants. D ew ey added a collaborative learning environm ent supports the notion o f
dem ocratic schools because a dem ocratic environm ent thrives on opportunities for
growth in learning. Learning is recursive (Bruner, 1977). Bruner believed learning by
nature is recursive and learners m ove through spiraling stages o f acquisition,
transform ation, and evaluation during their learning experiences. The process o f sharing
and exchanging literacy know ledge in non-threatening literacy learning com m unities
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enables collaborators to move through these learning stages w hile supporting the
recursiveness o f learning.
Collaborative learning am ong educators enables teachers to share the
responsibility o f education. A supportive learning context enables the learner to make
connections in learning and leads to eventual independence in learning. Learning growth
occurs as learning relationships am ong participants develop and becom e stronger. These
com m unities scaffold and extend the participants’ learning through the encouragem ent
and support o f interactive learning experiences. The individual learner grows
cognitively, socially, and em otionally.
As discussed, powerful collaboration among educators has been the focus of
school reform research as an effective w ay to im prove schools for the past twenty years.
U nderstanding schools’ perceptions on collaborative literacy learning and literacy
learning leadership explained the rationale for the significance o f this study. This
explanation follows in the next section.

Significance o f the Study
Research from 1998 to the present indicates the literacy achievem ent gap between
students has not been narrowed. To im prove teaching and learning in schools many
researchers have endorsed the establishm ent and support o f powerful com m unities of
learning am ong educators (Barth, 1990, 2001; Lieberm an and W ood, 2001; Little, 1981).
The significance o f this study was to exam ine three Title 1 Schools’ perceptions of
collaborative literacy learning com m unities and their teachers’ self-perceptions as
literacy learners and literacy learning leaders. This exam ination was conducted by
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investigating the supportive and constraining characteristics o f collaborative literacy
learning and literacy learning leadership.
The research exam ined a) the characteristics defining a collaborative learning
com m unity in a Title I School, b) the use o f collaboration as a teaching tool, c) the
leadership style and role o f the literacy specialist as literacy learning leader, and d) the
support o f the classroom teacher as literacy learning leader within these com m unities.
The study clarified the role of collaboration as well as the ways collaboration defined the
participants’ learning. Studying the role o f collaboration identified the schools’ culture
o f learning.
The research also raises awareness to the challenges o f collaborative literacy
learning com m unities resulting from a) threats to teachers’ self-efficacy as literacy
learners and literacy learning leaders and b) influences o f the school’s traditional culture
o f learning. These obstacles were the result o f the teachers’ underlying values, norms,
and beliefs about the culture o f learning (Dewey, 1916; Donaldson, Jr., 2001; Little,
1982; Stokes, 2001). Literacy learning leadership by the literacy specialist and classroom
teacher also was exam ined. These learning leaders support reciprocity in learning and
learning leadership in collaborative literacy learning com munities. (Bean, 2004; Lyons
and Pinnell, 2001; W asley, 1991). The schools’ perceptions and perspectives on literacy
learning leadership becam e evident by exam ining and understanding the schools’ culture
o f learning.

D efinitions
The following definitions clarify the term inology used in this research:
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Literacy Learning Leader: The literacy learning leader or literacy specialist has
been referred to as the teacher o f teachers or teacher educator, literacy coordinator,
consultant, mentor, staff developer, and professional developer (Lyons and Pinnell,
2001). A literacy specialist is defined as a certified teacher working at a particular school
site without a regular classroom . This teacher is supervised by a school adm inistrator and
works closely with them in literacy-related matters. The literacy leader’s main
responsibility is to focus on im proving the students’ literacy learning and teachers’
literacy teaching practices. This research also referred to the classroom teacher as the
literacy learning leader. Research supports the classroom teacher as a learning leader
among peers to strengthen collaborative literacy learning communities in schools (Barth,
1990; Rosenholtz, 1991; W asley, 1999).
Title I Schools: These schools receive supplem ental funding from the Federal
Government to enable their students to receive free or reduced lunch privileges, as well
as improve their academ ic perform ance (W ong, 2003). The schools decide how their
Title I monies are used. The funding m ay be used to hire additional teaching personnel,
buy extra instructional m aterials, or fund special educational projects or program s.
Literacy Learning com m unity: A literacy learning community is a model o f
professional developm ent valuing supportive interactive learning among educators to
encourage, build, and strengthen literacy learning and literacy learning leadership roles.
A learning com m unity functions as a learning network among educators (Lieberm an and
Wood, 2001)). The com m unity m em bers engage in professional dialogue to problem
solve and to engage in constructive feedback and reflective thinking concerning literacy
learning and literacy teaching practices.
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Collaboration; Effective collaboration is an interactive process o f learning. JohnSteiner (2000) defined collaboration as “socially-shared” or “socially-distributed”
cognition (p. 192). This learning process allows educators to exam ine their practice, to
ask questions, and find answers. Collaboration is the means through which learning
occurs because the social and individual learning processes com bine and interweave to
lead to learning success for all com m unity members. Effective collaboration about
literacy leads to the success o f literacy learning com m unities because collaborative
learning invites shared professional dialogue about m atters o f literacy learning and
teaching.

Summary
A number o f students are at risk o f not achieving academ ically and not becom ing
fully literate due to their many diverse learning needs (Fullan, 2001; John Steiner, 2000).
This situation prevents these students from becom ing independent and successful
learners. The traditional school culture has favored teachers w orking and learning in
isolation and has discouraged interactive learning am ong educators (Fullan, 2001;
Lieberm an, 1986, 1988; Rosenholtz, 1991). C ollaboration gives teachers the energy to
teach (Graves, 2001). M any researchers agreed teaching is becom ing deprofessionalized,
and collaborative learning com m unities can reculturize schools and revive the
professionalization o f teaching (Barth, 1990; Leonard and Leonard, 1999; Sergiovanni,
1994). This form o f learning promotes educational growth, the notion o f dem ocratic
schools, and dem ocracy in society (Barth, 1990; D ewey, 1916, 1938; Glickman and
Alridge, 2001).
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Chapter 2 is a literature review and the methodology is defined in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 analyzes the data and C hapter 5 interprets the data and makes conclusions and
recom m endations based on the research findings. C hapter two provides a review o f the
literature discussing the need for collaborative learning com munities. The chapter also
reviews the nature and characteristics o f collaborative learning com m unities and the role
of learning leadership in these com m unities. This review explains the need for effective
collaboration as well as the supportive and constraining characteristics o f collaborative
learning. The role o f literacy learning leadership by the literacy specialist and classroom
teacher, its qualities and dynam ics, also are included to understand the role and
influences o f learning leadership in learning com m unities.
C hapter three explores the m ethodology used in this research. This chapter
designed a qualitative research study intended to study the culture o f learning in three
Title 1 schools. The chapter explains the steps taken for permission to do the research.
Chapter three explains the processes o f data collection and analysis. Formal and informal
interviewing was used to understand learning and learning leadership within a learning
community. The supportive and constraining factors to collaborative literacy learning
and literacy learning leadership were explored by investigating the dynam ics involved in
learning com m unities relating to developing roles and relationships, as well as the
participants’ self- perceptions as learners and learning leaders in these com m unities. The
data were analyzed in chapter four. A nalysis o f the data focused on finding consistent
characteristics o f each school’s learning culture. C hapter five is a discussion o f the data
based on interpretation to make critical judgm ents about the cultural patterns that
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em erged from the study’s findings. Conclusions and recom m endations for research and
Title 1 schools were form ed based on these judgm ents.
M aintaining dem ocratic learning contexts through effective collaboration support
collaborative learning com m unities. Learning more about this process o f learning
im proves the culture o f learning in Title 1 schools and raises the professionalization of
teaching.
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CH A PTER 2

LITER A TU R E REVIEW
School reform research supports teachers’ collaborative learning com m unities to
improve literacy learning and literacy learning leadership. Chapter 2 focuses on research
studies that are central to understanding the role o f literacy learning and literacy learning
leadership in collaborative literacy learning com m unities. The literature review includes
the broad areas of: (1) school reform (2) theories o f collaboration, (3) collaborative
learning (4) literacy learning leadership, and (5) change. The following outline also
reflects the subcategories under each broad topic. The purpose o f this review is to lay a
foundation and provide support for this study to address the five research questions.
These questions are:
1. W hat are the characteristics that define a learning com munity related to literacy
learning and literacy learning leadership in three Title I Schools?
2. W hat characteristics define collaboration as a learning tool in the learning
com m unities o f these Title I Schools?
3. W hat are teachers’ perceptions o f the literacy specialist’s leadership style as it
affects collaboration in the schools’ learning com m unities?
4. How do the teachers’ perceptions o f the literacy specialist’s role as literacy
learning leader influence the collaborative learning culture in the three schools?
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5. W hat are the teachers’ perceptions o f the classroom teacher as literacy learning
leader and how do these perceptions influence collaboration in their schools?
The focus o f this literature review covers the following topics: 1) school reform , 2)
the theory o f collaboration, 3) collaborative learning, 4) literacy leaders, and 5) the
process o f change. The purpose of this review is to provide support for the research.

H istory o f School Reform
A consideration of the past history o f school reform efforts and their effects on
education and students’ academic achievem ent provides a basis for understanding the
current state o f school reform. DuFour and Baker (1998) explained school reform began
with the launching o f the Russian spacecraft. Sputnik, in 1957. Sputnik raised A m erica’s
awareness that the U nited States was technologically behind Russia in the space race.
The Federal governm ent responded by passing the National Defense Education Act in
1958 and the public schools were blam ed for the dum bing down o f the schools’
curriculum . A tighter em phasis was placed on science and math to remedy the situation
and reform schools. The teacher-proof curricula were introduced and marked a definite
lack o f respect for schools, teachers, and professional development.
Fullan (2001) indicated the public schools’ capacity for success had again been
questioned and renew ed calls for school reform w ere heard when public schools were
blam ed for Japan’s rise to econom ic pow er. Public again were criticized and held
responsible for our country’s fall from its unchallenged position o f econom ic superiority.
These events sparked three waves o f federal school reform initiatives and educational
research beginning in the 1960’s and continuing into the twenty-first century. The first
wave o f reform , beginning at the height o f social reform s and the civil rights m ovem ent
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in the 1960’s with President Johnson’s Great Society program , concentrated on
equalizing educational opportunity and school desegregation. President Johnson’s
Econom ic O pportunity Act and the Elem entary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA)
(1965) initiated Title I to serve the learning needs o f students com ing from disadvantaged
backgrounds. H owever, these initiatives were not enough to meet school reform
demands.
M iron and St. John (2003) explained the purpose of the ESEA was t o ' ' . . . lift
urban children out o f poverty by raising their academic achievem ent” (p. 5). These
researches explained the ESEA provided federal funding through the Title 1 program for
special education program s for students with learning disabilities. ESEA Title I
financially assisted schools having a high proportion o f students from low-incom e
families. This act initially provided over one billion dollars a year initially with
additional increases afterward. This financial assistance would be used to im prove and
expand the education o f students with learning disabilities through special education
programs. This act also called for the placem ent o f reading teachers in schools and pullout reading program s to meet the literacy learning needs o f econom ically disadvantaged
children. H owever, these initiatives were not enough to m eet school reform demands.
O ther legislation passed during this period was m arked by sixty-six initiatives
em phasizing hierarchal control o f education m arked by school accountability with a back
to basics mentality. D arling-H am m ond (1988) referred to these terms as the buzzw ords
o f the 1970’s. The inability o f these initiatives to reform schools brought renewed
feelings o f doubt and uneasiness about our schools’ effectiveness during the next decade.
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The 1980’s w itnessed a new wave o f reform. DuFour and Eaker (1998) explained
the second reform m ovem ent focused on reform ing the reforms and began with the
passing of the Education C onsolidation and Im provem ent Act (1980) and President
Ronald R eagan’s report, “A N ation At R isk” (1983), written by The National
Com m ission on Excellence in Education. This report started the Excellence M ovem ent
of the 1980’s and was characterized by a top-dow n control o f education by the Federal
governm ent im posing greater dem ands on schools, teachers, and students.
D arling-H am m ond (1988) indicated these reform efforts were initiated as a result
o f the grow ing malaise o f the health o f the system o f education. President R eagan’s
report concentrated on reform efforts not equalizing educational opportunity. This report
renew ed the public’s aw areness to the need of addressing students’ diverse learning needs
by raising standards and by reporting students’ scores on tests o f academic ability and
higher order thinking skills. H owever, D arling-H am m ond indicated while schools can be
standardized, students are not standardized in their abilities and learning needs. D arlingH am m ond stated that focusing legislation on externally developed school policies to
assure public accountability forces teachers to focus on following standard operating
procedures and not on m eeting their students’ learning needs. This researcher believed
legislation standardizing schools dam ages the know ledge base o f the profession and does
not support the students’ needs. This report invited more criticism by school reformers.
Troen and Boles (2003) explained this report brought more attention to the
problem s in our nation’s schools from the low reading scores to the dropout rates. As a
result new legislation began focusing on calls for periodic standardized testing, m erit pay
program s, and more strenuous graduation requirem ents. Troen and Boles indicated these
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initiatives failed to realize their desired goal to improve schools. However, by the mid
1980’s public criticism of reform initiatives caused the swing o f the pendulum in
teaching to shift tow ard an em phasis on teachers’ em powerm ent in schools. This period
began the third w ave o f school reform know n as the Restructuring M ovem ent and has
continued into the tw enty-first century.
N ew m an and W ehlage (1995) explained during the late 1980’s teachers were
given the authority to engage in shared decision-m aking at local school sites concerning
staffing, program and budget, planning time for teachers, and student instruction.
A lthough schools now had the pow er to make their own decisions concerning school
reform, decisions did not address educational matters. Newman and W ehlage stated that
schools focused on marginal issues such as student discipline, staff m orale, and parental
involvement. D uring this time, however, interest in im proving teacher education
programs becam e evident.
Fullan, G alluzzo, M orris, and W atson (1998) noted the em phasis on com m unities
o f learning am ong educators as well as teachers acting as learning leaders within these
com m unities began at this tim e w ith the published reports o f The Carnegie Forum (1986)
and The H olm es G roup (1986, 1990). However, while it seemed teachers would begin to
take control o f their practice through collaborative com m unities o f learning the top-down
approach in m andating school reform continued with a reliance on standardization, rules,
and regulations on teachers. This control continued into the next decade.
In 1989 President G eorge Bush, Sr. revealed the Goals 2000 plan. This plan
proposed six goals to im prove students’ academic achievem ent and A m erica’s schools.
Congress later added two more goals focusing on prom oting partnerships between
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schools and parents and continued professional developm ent for teachers. This plan
resulted in the formation o f a national exam system in 1991 by The National Center on
Education and the Econom y and the Learning Research and D evelopm ent Center at the
University o f Pittsburgh. In addition. The N ational Education Standards and
Im provem ent Council was created by Congress in 1991 and endorsed state and national
standards for curriculum and testing. State legislatures were given the authority to
oversee the enactm ent o f the established national goals and schools were given the
autonom y to make site-based decisions about achieving them. The 1990’s also focused
on the im portance of the literacy specialist in schools.
Bean (2004) explained the report o f the International Reading Association (IRA)
(1998) highlighted the im portance o f the role o f the literacy specialist in schools and
established standard qualifications for literacy specialists and reading instruction. A set
of standards for reading instruction also was established to guide the leaders of
curriculum change, reading specialists, and all teachers o f reading. In addition, a series
of reports were written to improve the teaching o f reading in schools.
Vogt and Shearer (2003) explained federal directives were given to various
com m issions during this period to write reports about im provem ent in literacy teaching.
Snow, Burns, and Griffin (1998) issued their report to identify and sum m arize research
findings instrum ental to the acquisition o f beginning reading skills and proficiency in
reading. This report endorsed the need for school reading specialists to support teachers
in their literacy instruction and provide teachers appropriate staff developm ent to help
them develop the expertise and com petence needed for their literacy teaching practices.
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To build and expand on the work o f these researchers, the National Reading Panel
was first convened in 1997 to study the status o f em pirically tested methods and
approaches o f reading instruction from Preschool to G rade 12. This panel, described by
Vogt and Shearer (2003) as the catalyst for school reform efforts, submitted its findings
to Congress. The panel’s investigation led to the passing o f The No Child Left Behind
Act (NCLB) in 2001. T he NCLB em phasized all children needed to be reading on grade
level by the end o f the third grade. This panel also endorsed the need for school reading
specialists to support teachers in their literacy instruction and provide teachers
appropriate staff developm ent to help them develop the expertise and com petence needed
for their literacy teaching practices. To achieve this goal the National Reading
Excellence A ct (NREA, 1998) allocated funds to many Title I schools through the NREA
grant and the Reading First Grant. H owever, researchers’ criticism with the p an el’s
research shadowed suspicion o f bureaucratic control. Vogt and Shearer indicated the
report received criticism due to the panel’s limited selection o f studies that were
analyzed. Cunningham (2001) questioned w hether the National Reading Panel was a
bold attempt by legislatures to control reading research. As with Cunningham , M iron
and St. John also questioned the effects o f past school reform initiatives.
M iron and St. John (2003) explained federal legislation and various initiatives
have been intended to im prove schools. However, the effectiveness o f these reform s
remains uncertain because school reform initiatives o f the past 30 years have em phasized
bureaucratic measures that have been unable to reform schools. These researchers have
wondered w hether urban schools have failed or w hether educational reform efforts have
failed urban schools. Sim ilarly, Fullan (2001) stated prior school reform strategies w ere
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not able to bring about necessary widespread change. This researcher explained our
system o f public education has “ . . . failed to produce citizens w ho can contribute to and
benefit from a world that offers enormous opportunity . . .” (p. 6-7). Rosenholtz (1991)
and L ortie’s (1975) shared similar beliefs that teachers derive physic rewards from their
students’ academic success. However, researchers find these physic rewards insufficient
to sustain teachers’ interest in the teaching profession. Teaching is a lonely profession
due to teachers’ uncertainty of practice and teachers’ preferences for isolation in learning.
T eachers’ low ered levels o f self-efficacy are leading to attrition from the workforce. A
further view was expressed by M cLaughlin (1986).
M cLaughlin (1986) believed teachers’ intrinsic rewards rely on external
responses. However, little in the structure o f the profession offer teachers internal
rewards from career advancem ent in terms o f stages or plateaus. In addition, the
profession lacks an agreed-upon technical core o f know ledge to be used as guidelines for
professional practice. This situation has contributed to teachers’ disenchantm ent with the
teaching profession.
Bransford, Brown, and Cocking (2000) noted the educational goals o f the twentyfirst century are different than the educational goals o f the past. T oday’s demands on
reading and writing em phasize the need for m eaning and inform ation. Bransford et al.
explained the contem porary view of learning focuses on the science o f m etacognition
coupled w ith a constructivist approach to learning. The realization o f current goals
coupled with the knowledge o f the new science o f learning is necessary to cope with the
dram atically changing expectations and conditions in schools. Bransford et al. noted this
understanding is especially im portant in consideration of claims m ade by school reform
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researchers o f the deteriorating condition o f academ ic achievement in schools. Many
researchers believe schools need to adopt a collaborative culture o f learning in order to
remedy this situation.
Lieberman (1986) explained a collaborative culture of learning in schools is
necessary to com bat the top-down control o f schools and achieve school reform. These
com munities provide supportive learning environm ents to encourage shared dialogue
about literacy learning and teaching. Although this shift began in the late 1980’s, the
idea continues into the tw enty-first century as a central focus o f the school reform
movement. Learning leadership by the literacy specialist and classroom teachers also has
been em phasized. This discussion is expanded in the section discussing collaborative
learning culture.
The school’s traditional culture o f learning, socio-economic factors, and cultural
diversity issues affect students’ academic achievem ent. The following section explains
how these influences have affected our schools and students’ literacy underachievem ent.

Influences on Education
Influences o f the Industrial Revolution
Gilderhus (1996) believed that learning about past events enables people to
understand the present situation. The current situation in schools is understood by being
knowledgeable o f its historical context. Callahan (1962) explained the philosophies and
business ideologies o f the Industrial R evolution o f the twentieth century have im pacted
our country’s system o f education and are evident in schools’ traditional culture of
learning. Callahan (1962) indicated im ages o f the school as a factory-model are evident.
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The principal is viewed as the manager, the teachers as workers, and students as raw
materials to be m olded into products. These im ages reinforce the notion of the school as
a business enterprise and reinforce a cost effective approach to education and have been
reinforced in past school reform initiatives. Sim ilar views concerning the school’s
traditional culture o f learning were expressed by Villani (1997).
Villani (1997) explained federal and state school reform initiatives since the
1950’s, em phasizing routinization, standardization, and centralization as methods of
educational reform in schools, have reflected the presence of the business ethic o f costeffectiveness. This business notion is evident in the crowded classroom situations, a onesize-fits-all assem bly line mentality in teaching, and in the com partm entalization of
teachers’ working in separate classrooms. N ot only do these conditions encourage
teachers to work in isolation, this situation lowers teachers’ integrity as effective
practitioners and reduced the professionalization o f teaching. Barth (1990) had further
perspectives on this point.
Barth (1990) stated that the heavy reliance on using standardized tests to m easure
students’ academic achievem ent and teachers’ effectiveness in their craft has made
teachers feel less than professional. This researcher indicated teachers’ effectiveness as
instructors has been m easured by these formal assessm ents even though teachers have
been recognized as the experts in their practice. A lthough research has recognized the
need to m easure students’ learning growth by a variety o f informal and formal
assessm ent tools, the reliance on standardization in testing continues. Aside from the
negative influences o f the top-down control o f education, other conditions contribute to
the reduced status o f the teaching profession
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S tudents’ diverse socio-economic and cultural backgrounds have com pounded
this problem by augm enting teachers’ uncertainties about their practice. The following
section explains how these backgrounds have increased teachers’ disinterest in teaching
and attrition from the workforce.
Societal Influences
Payne (1998) explained negative societal conditions have contributed to
students’ being at risk in their literacy developm ent because low academic perform ance is
related to low socio-econom ic levels. Typically, many o f the students living in low
socio-econom ic environm ents are subjected to a cycle o f intergenerational poverty
resulting from family, environm ental, societal, income, and language issues. The causes
o f poverty can be related to such things as substance abuse, poor health conditions,
obsolete skills, and poor education. Dangerous neighborhood and poor housing
conditions also provide obstacles to these students’ educational success. Disorganization
in family life and parents’ low education levels cause additional problem s for children
from low -incom e families.
Kozol (1991) found schools in large urban poverty areas have many nested
inequalities as com pared with schools in w ealthier areas. His research revealed schools
in poverty areas have a larger pupil population, a large disparity in educational spending,
and less qualified teachers. These schools also have higher levels o f violence, disruption,
and adm inistrative turmoil. In addition, many students in these schools lack the basic
amenities. Students’ inability to improve their literacy achievem ent grows into a larger
future problem . W hen students have difficulties developing their literacy skills these
students struggle to achieve grade level com pletion or graduation from high school.
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Hochschild & Scovronick (2003) explained students’ academic underachievem ent
is related to their weak literacy foundation when starting school. These children have
been deprived o f literacy experiences that are essential for literacy growth. This
condition can be related to family variables such as low education levels, low literacy
levels, language issues, the absence o f one or tw o parents, or econom ic factors causing
many parents to work m ore than one job. M any children have inadequate instructional
support at hom e due to the family m em bers’ lack o f familiarity with the English language
or low levels o f education or literacy.
Y okoto and Teale (2002) indicated not understanding the children’s cultural
background may pose additional learning problem s for students. Teachers may, either
knowingly or unknowingly, im pose on students their own cultural beliefs about learning
or ignore the children’s cultural background. As a result the children’s culture is not
recognized and causes children to experiences difficulty in making learning connections.
Fullan (2001) believed in order for schools to becom e more effective in
addressing students’ diverse learning needs, schools must “ . . . break from the industrial
model upon which they were created and em brace a new model that enables them to
function as learning organizations” (p. 15). B uilding a foundation o f collaborative
learning in schools can enable schools to address school reform dem ands o f meeting
teachers’ and students’ learning needs as well as raise the professionalization o f teaching.
The following section provides the theoretical foundation to support collaborative literacy
learning com munities.
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Theoretical Framework
M any learning theorists have agreed learning is a social process because people
learn within a social context (Bruner, 1977; Dewey, 1916, 1938; V ygotsky, 1978).
Theoretical fram ew orks o f the social-constructivist and cultural-historical schools o f
thought focus on the b elief in learning as a social process. The cognitive, social, and
em otional developm ent o f the individual occurs within a social learning context. Both
Dewey (1916, 1938), a social constructivist, and V ygotsky (1978), from the culturalhistorical school, agreed growth in learning occurs within a supportive social context.
Dewey (1916) believed learning is a social process and society is perpetuated
through the social nature o f learning. All social life is com m unicative and all
com m unication is educative. Society exists “ . . . in transm ission, in com m unication” (p.
7). Society perpetuates learning growth because “ . . . any social arrangem ent that
remains vitally social, or vitally shared, is educative to those who participate in it.” (p. 9).
In turn, learning perpetuates society because living with others expands learning
experiences, stim ulates creativity, and em phasizes the need for accuracy o f thought and
word.
D ew ey (1916) called education a form o f bringing up or nurturing. For Dewey, a
social learning context facilitates the creation o f learning connections and shared learning
experiences. D ew ey stated “ . . . any social arrangem ent that rem ains vitally social, or
vitally shared is educative to those who participate in it” (p. 8). Interaction within the
environm ent affects o n e’s learning because the environm ental situation influences o ne’s
genuine experiences. Although D ew ey (1916, 1938) affirmed education is a social
process, D ew ey noted the value o f learning depends on the quality o f the group m em bers’
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interactive learning. The extent o f learning interaction is determined by the individual
group m em bers’ abilities to act as a com m unity group. In addition, the educative value
o f transm itted experiences is affected by the quality o f life existing within the group. The
group’s aims and habits determ ine the group’s values and attitudes. These norms
influence the quality o f the education.
The aims o f education are to maintain grow th in learning by sustaining
dem ocratic learning contexts. Dewey (1938) explained the principle o f dem ocracy
preserves “free interchange” (p. 354). These environm ents initiate and maintain the
com m unication and transm ission o f learning experiences to encourage growth in learning
and perpetuate society within a dem ocratic context. These learning environm ents support
dem ocratic schools and preserve the notion o f dem ocracy in society. Society becom es
socialized when education is viewed as a social process. Social environm ents focusing
on shared learning support the notion of dem ocratic schools. Dewey noted the aims and
object of education cannot be realized when shared dialogue and com m on interests are
nonexistent or not recognized.
Vygotsky (1978) focused on interdependence and intradependence in learning.
Learning interdependence eventually leads to learning internalization or intradependence.
Vygotsky explained learning occurs first through interdependence with others and then
becom es internalized or intradependent. His theory o f the Zone o f Proximal
D evelopm ent explains independence in learning occurs when learning is initially
scaffolded by a know ledgeable other. This interaction results in the learner’s eventual
independence in learning. Collaborative learning environm ents support interdependence
in learning to make the learner intradependent.
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B runer’s (1977) theory o f the recursive nature o f learning is consistent with
D ew ey’s and ’Vygotsky’s em phasis on the need for interaction or interdependence in
learning. Learning is a recursive process and learners pass through spiraling stages of
acquisition, transform ation, and evaluation during their learning experiences. Bruner
defined acquisition as the learner’s ability to acquire new knowledge that may be
contrary to or in replacem ent o f previous knowledge. Transform ation allows the learner
to manipulate know ledge to m ake it fit new tasks. Evaluation allows the learner to check
whether the m anipulated inform ation suits the task at hand. Learners move through these
three stages in repeated cycles since learning by nature is recursive. Collaborative
learning provides a learning environm ent supporting the recursiveness of learning.

Foundational Theory and C ollaborative Learning Communities
D ew ey’s (1916, 1938), B runer’s (1977), and ’Vygotsky’s (1978) beliefs about
learning offer foundational theoretical support for the notion o f collaborative
com m unities o f learning. These com m unities are built on sharing the responsibility of
education through support and interdependence in learning. The social process o f
learning leads to educational grow th. N onthreatening social learning contexts initiate,
encourage, and m aintain grow th in learning within the presence o f scaffolded learning
practices. The recursiveness o f learning is supported through interdependent learning
experiences. Dew ey (1916) described dem ocracy in education as utilizing a
constructivist approach to learning by em bracing shared learning experiences through the
recognition o f the continuous need for varied conversation, the im portance o f the
presence o f diverse personal capacities, and the avoidance of the rigidity of learning in
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isolation. Powerful literacy learning com m unities provide safe learning environm ents to
support interdependence in learning and avoid isolation. These com m unities provide an
interactive learning environm ent to support reciprocity in learning and learning
leadership.
D ew ey explained growth in learning occurs within socially-constructed
environm ents. DuFour and Eaker (1998) supported these learning contexts to address
students’ diverse learning needs and teachers’ uncertainties about their practice. Such
environm ents can improve teachers’ sense o f self-efficacy, overcom e conventions of
isolation in teaching, respond to learning-related uncertainties, revitalize teachers’
interest in teaching, and raise the professionalization o f teaching.
Bransford et al. (2000) em phasized environm ents conducive to learning growth
m ust be learner, knowledge, assessm ent, and com m unity centered. T eachers’ interactive
learning reduces the uncertainty in teaching by allow ing teachers to share their expertise
about teaching. These four perspectives provide the foundation for pow erful
com m unities o f learning that support teachers in their practice by giving them what
Graves (2001) believed to be the energy to teach.
Villani (1997) believed that a new paradigm in education w hich advocates
com m unity w here everyone is engaged and working towards a com m on goal is needed.
Sim ilarly, Lieberm an (1988) explained collaborative learning com m unities create a
netw ork o f learners by building on the strengths and needs of the learners. Although the
past tw enty years o f school reform research has recognized the need for educators’
collaborative learning com m unities, the influences o f the traditional culture o f learning
persist in schools. The following selection elaborates on the differences between the
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traditional culture o f learning and the collaborative learning culture. A discussion o f
collaborative learning com m unities and various collaborative learning organizations is
included.
The Traditional Culture of Learning in Schools
Little (1981) explained the traditional learning culture in schools does not focus
on shared learning among educators to share the responsibility o f teaching and learning.
This culture upholds conventions o f conservatism , privacy, and teacher autonom y in
classroom s, which Bird (1986) believed contributed to the “massive inertia o f traditional
teaching” (p. 56)
The schools’ culture o f learning has been influenced by the business-m inded
ethics o f the Industrial Revolution that focus on the notion of cost-effectiveness in
learning. This belief, which supports an assem bly line approach to learning by upholding
a one-size-fits-all learning mentality, results in the disregard o f individual learning needs.
Overcrowded classroom s are also indicative o f cost-effectiveness in education.
Lieberm an (1986) explained past school reform initiatives have been based on the
philosophies on the school’s traditional culture o f learning. These initiatives have upheld
canonical views o f teachers’ professional developm ent through a reliance on teachertraining models with fixed agendas. These m odels im pose professional developm ent on
teachers with little regard for teachers’ individual learning needs or learning styles.
A side from these influences, other bum ps and dead-ends discourage teachers’
collaborative learning.
Little (1982, 1986, 1990) explained the factory model o f teaching has reinforced a
workplace culture o f isolation. T eachers’ occupational norms o f autonomy.
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noninterference, presentism , and conservatism persist in schools. Little (1990) described
teachers’ isolation as the “ . . . greatest tragedy o f teaching” (pg. 160). This researcher
added isolation is also the greatest irony o f teaching considering teachers’ preferences for
isolation are self-im posed and are professionally sanctioned.
Lortie (1975) explained teachers’ preferences or learning in isolation have
augmented the uncertainty in teaching and have caused uncertainty to becom e endem ic to
the teaching profession. Similarly, Little (1982) believed teachers’ isolation was the
greatest tragedy in teaching. Little defined the w orkplace character o f the school as
autonomous isolation reinforced by teachers’ notions o f their classroom s as their
kingdom s or their territorial rights. Her research revealed collaborating with peers can be
very threatening to teachers. Teachers fear being criticized or loosing autonomy and
privacy when exposing their m ethods of practice to their colleagues. In addition,
isolation helps teachers feel secure in the thought o f not exposing their possible
classroom failures to their peers. Lieberman (1988) expressed sim ilar views.
Lieberm an (1988) explained some teachers believe in being practical and safe by
being private. However, Lieberm an added the price for working in isolation and
loneliness is great considering the many uncertainties involved in teaching. Aside from
teachers’ fears o f exposing their failures, bureaucratic notions of im posed professional
developm ent on teachers also cause teachers to prefer to work in isolation.
Donaldson, Jr. (2001) explained teacher-training models o f professional
developm ent, shadowing the presence of bureaucratic control in schools, have reinforced
the isolation in teaching and contribute to its uncertainty. These models deliver packaged
professional developm ent training to support passive learning and avoid a constructivist
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approach to learning. Engagem ent in shared professional dialogue is discouraged.
W asley (1991) expressed sim ilar views.
W asley (1991) added school reform efforts focusing on professional developm ent
for teachers through a transm ission or teacher-training model discourage teachers from
acting as agents o f change in schools. This form of professional developm ent also
discourages professional dialogue among educators. Teachers are told how to teach by
politicians, school district supervisors, school adm inistrators, parents, other com m unity
members, or the media. These decisions frequently bypass or ignore teachers’ opinions
or judgm ents and have caused many teachers to be unable to meet their students’ diverse
literacy learning needs. This discouraging situation has strengthened the support of
collaborative literacy learning am ong educators in the past fifteen years.

The C ollaborative Culture o f Learning in Schools
Researchers agree teachers’ collaboration helps them becom e m ore effective
practitioners to meet their students’ learning needs. Lieberman (1986) and Lieberman,
Saxl and M iles (1988) believed the adoption o f collaborative learning cultures revitalizes
the teaching profession. T eachers’ interactive learning within collaborative learning
com m unities help teachers im prove and enrich their teaching practices to be more
effective in m eeting the many diversities in the classroom. Collaboration also gives
teachers the incentive to make adjustm ents in their methods o f teaching.
John-Steiner (2000) described interactive learning as continuously supportive.
Bird (1986) expressed sim ilar views by explaining teachers avoid having “systemic
inertia” (p. 45) through powerful collaboration with peers because collaborative learning
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helps teachers share the energy to overcom e the resistance to change. Collaborative
learning offers teachers the opportunity to help each other become more inform ed and
more effective as literacy learning and literacy learning leadership.
Little (1981) explained the belief in the pow er of effective collaboration or shared
talk to im prove teaching depends on teachers’ frequent, relevant, and precise talk about
teaching practices. This researcher believed this shared language is necessary to cope
with the com plexities o f teaching. Collegiality, open com munication, on-the-job
learning, trust, and support result from teachers’ shared language about their practice.
John-Steiner (2000) believed teachers’ solo efforts are not enough in meeting the
diverse needs in today’s classroom s. This researcher supported socially shared or
socially distributed cognitive developm ent to address the complex learning issues in
today’s classrooms. John-Steiner explained participants help each other to realize their
strengths and weaknesses by becom ing m irrors for each other. As a staunch supporter of
the Vygotskian school o f thought, John-Steiner stated, “ . . . human beings who are
engaged in new, partnered activities learn from the consequences o f their actions and
from their partners” (p. 188). Participants can understand their own actions, beliefs and
work habits through com parison and contrast w ith their collaborating partners. JohnSteiner stated collaboration enables one to “ . . . achieve a fuller self, beyond the
lim itations and the talents o f the isolated individual” (p. 188). Taking risks within
collaborative support contributes to a developing changing self. John-Steiner stated
collaboration allows people to rediscover, redefine, and broaden their individual
possibilities.
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John-Steiner (2000) referred to V ygotsky’s Zone o f Proximal D evelopm ent
(ZPD) theory by explaining collaboration “ . . . provides a mutual zone o f proxim al
developm ent” for the collaborating participants (p. 187). Collaborative learning is a
collective learning process because learning is socially interwoven. John-Steiner’s study
(2000) revealed effective collaboration creates a “w e-ness” built on " . . . a shared vision,
patience and tim e, careful planning, and a chance to be playful as well as critical with
each other” (p. 9). This researcher added the concept o f “w e-ness” is critical in
consideration o f the need to support reciprocity in learning and avoid isolation in
education.
C hristiansen, G oulet, Krentz, and M aeers (1997) believed collaborators m ust feel
safe in sharing their view s because each conversation discloses their ideas as well as
themselves. The person is valued through the collaboration process, not the person’s
knowledge, status, or ideas. These researchers explained a “middle ground” is necessary
in collaboration so participants can express their ideas and feel safe in making their
beliefs and ideas know to others. The “m iddle ground” is not possible where know ledge
is hierarchically arranged. M aintaining a vision o f learning im provem ent for students
and teachers keeps teachers focused to the task o f improving their practice and
strengthening their collaborative learning com munities.
Collaborative Learning Com m unities
Roberts and Pruitt (2003) believed shifting the paradigm o f schools as
bureaucracies to visions o f learning com m unities builds effective learning com m unities.
These researchers explained the purpose o f the m ovem ent toward the collaborative
learning com m unity model in schools is to im prove learning and outcom es for students.
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As teachers collaborate, they are searching for an understanding o f what effective
teaching looks like for all the students in their school. These learning com munities also
provide a collective focus on the outcomes o f literacy instruction as well as a teamwork
effort in addressing instructional standards. H ow ever, Roberts and Pruitt stated that a
shared vision is an essential elem ent o f a dynam ic learning com munity. Similar
perspectives were expressed by Sweeney (2003).
Sweeney (2003) stated, “Professional discourse is one o f the more effective ways
to create a com mon vision” (p.21). Sweeney, how ever, explained that developing a
shared vision takes time as teachers begin to trust them selves and each other. For
Sweeney, building a learning com m unity and a com m on vision o f learning improvement
for teachers and students does not instantaneously happen. Collaborators need to learn as
they travel along the way o f reaching their learning goals. Sw eeney’s views were
supported by D uFour’s and B aker’s (1998) beliefs.
D uFour and Eaker(1998) explained the term com m unity reinforces a vision of
learning for teachers and students by placing an em phasis on relationships, shared ideals,
and a strong culture. These qualities support reciprocity in learning and are essential for
school im provement. In addition, collaboration discourages learning in isolation behind
closed classroom doors.
M iller (2001) believed a powerful learning com m unity discourages working in
isolation because the com m unity enables participants to interact in positive em otional,
intellectual and practical w ays by growing professionally and personally. Powerful
learning interaction with colleagues helps teachers gain greater self-confidence by
focusing on m eeting their learning needs to meet students’ learning needs. These results
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support a vision o f powerful learning. A similar view was expressed by Lyons and
Pinnell (2001).
Lyons and Pinnell (2001) supported collaborative learning am ong teachers
because they believed teachers’ professional developm ent program should encom pass a
constructivist theory o f education to accom m odate teachers’ learning in a socially
supportive learning com munity. Learners actively engage in sm all-group discussions
around com mon concerns, introduction o f new ideas within context, and the use o f
conversation as a vehicle for sharing experiences. Collaborative learning also allows
teachers to use prior know ledge to construct new knowledge, encourages staff developers
to focus on shifts o f teachers’ understanding, and provides additional learning
experiences for teachers who need them. Lyons and Pinnell believed teachers’ vision of
success in learning is supported by teachers’ professional developm ent that supports them
to try out new ideas in a risk-free environm ent with the support o f their colleagues. In
addition to colleagues’ support, com m unication is an essential com ponent o f successful
collaborative learning com m unities.
W epner, Strickland, and Feeley (2002) stated that literacy learning com m unities
are dependent on m aintaining a vision o f effective com m unication and dynam ic shared
learning. These qualities help educators understand the com plexities o f literacy
instruction, take stock o f students’ successes and failures with literacy learning.
Com m unication and collaboration also help teachers coordinate literacy instruction
within and across grade levels.
Effective learning com m unities encourage learning and learning leadership roles
by supporting reciprocity in learning and learning leadership. B arth’s (1990) vision of
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successful learning com m unities are com munities, from which, pow erful learners and
learning leaders em erged. The reciprocity in learning and learning leadership results
from teachers’ engagem ent in professional dialogue. Exchanging learning and learning
leadership roles reduces the uncertainties o f teaching. O ther researchers have focused on
reciprocity in learning and learning leadership as supportive to pow erful com m unities of
learning. This topic is further discussed in the section concerning exam ples o f literacy
learning com m unities. Limits to learning com m unities result from teachers’ beliefs and
m isconceptions about teaching practices. Stokes’ (2001) pursued this point.
Limits of C ollaborative Learning Comm unities
S tokes’s (2001) research found not all collaborative processes are effective
because teachers’ pedagogical teaching beliefs and practices are based on their
underlying values and beliefs. Stokes explained teachers may perceive collaboration as
being very threatening or overw helm ing because collaboration may force people to
expose their underlying set o f norms. Although this study revealed the process of
collaborative learning was beneficial for many participants to im prove their teaching
practices, m any participants adm itted the process also was painful. The participants
experienced difficulty in working through the differences in their teaching ideologies.
Stokes noted professional developm ent must focus on ways to support teachers’ learning
in supportive ways so new contexts o f learning will be beneficial and non-threatening.
Little (1990) believed teachers need to recognize w hether their collaboration
efforts lead to w ell-inform ed or poorly inform ed choices. N egative collaboration occurs
when poor teaching habits are reinforced within the com munity. Poorly inform ed
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choices can result when inappropriate or harmful pedagogical practices and teaching
philosophies are reflected, confirm ed and adopted within the learning community.
A lthough researchers have recognized the constraints to collaborative learning
com munities, the support o f these com m unities rem ains strong in the research about
literacy improvement. V arious organizations have been organized to support
collaborative com m unities o f learning am ong educators. These organizations operate by
bringing educators together from schools and universities to im prove their understanding
o f literacy teaching and learning and to establish effective reform in schools. These
organizations include The Professional D evelopm ent School (Levine, 1997), The
National W riting Project (Lieberm an and W ood, 2001), The Literacy Collaborative
(Lyons, 2001) and The Southern M aine Partnership (M iller, 2001). A discussion o f these
learning com m unities follows.
Exam ples o f Collaborative Learning Com m unities
The Carnegie Forum Report (1986) and the first two reports o f The Holmes
Group Trilogy (1986, 1990) endorsed the need for the establishm ent of the Professional
Developm ent School (PDS) and the reform o f teacher education as means of improving
professional developm ent for teachers. This form o f professional developm ent
em phasizes reflective and collective goal-oriented im provem ent in instruction and a focus
on standards in teaching to produce a professional conception o f teaching. The PDS
model enables learners to becom e learning leaders and learning leaders to becom e
learners. In addition, Levine (1997) and D arling-H am m ond (1988) believed the model o f
the PDS is one way to achieve professional accountability and raise the
professionalization o f schools.
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Levine (1997) explained the PDS unites university faculty and school-based
faculty to share the responsibility o f increasing know ledge of literacy learning and
teaching. This model also supports reciprocity in learning and learning leadership. The
PDS model also clinically prepares new teachers for the com plexities o f the classrooms.
This program offers teachers a strong knowledge base, promotes collegiality, and
strengthens the com mitment to continuous educational im provem ent by all teachers.
D arling-H am m ond (1988) endorsed the PDS model as the key to school im provem ent by
revitalizing school cultures and increasing the professionalization o f teaching. Various
organizations have been fashioned according to the ideology o f the PDS model.
Lieberman and W ood (2001) explained The National W riting Project (NW P) has
been a model o f professional developm ent that focuses on consultation, problem solving,
and program developm ent through the developm ent of mutual trust in shared learning
experiences. This project focuses on strengthening reciprocity in literacy learning and
literacy learning leadership. Teachers function sim ultaneously as leaders and learners
working as a learning com munity. A professional writing coach facilitates teachers’
learning experiences as all m em bers engage in constructive feedback and reflective
thinking about their teaching practices. Teacher consultants, previous members in the
project becom e teacher consultants and offer teachers w orkshops on different topics,
suggest professional resources, or present im portant issues in literacy development.
Lieberman and W ood (2001) noted the pace and rhythm o f the writing project
design enables participants to interact in positive em otional, intellectual and practical
ways. The N W P relies on teachers’ know ledge by respecting teachers’ expertise and by
being non-judgm ental or critical. Participation in the N W P is a transforming learning
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experience because isolation in teaching is discouraged and shared learning in
encouraged. Lieberm an and W ood added this program is always being refined and
revised because this form o f professional developm ent is “ . . . sensitive to the lives and
work o f teachers” (p. 186).
Lyons (2001) explained the Literacy Collaborative (LC) program is based on the
Reading Recovery (RR) Program. The Literacy Collaborative was a partnership between
Ohio State U niversity faculty, staff o f the Ohio State University RR program and
classroom teachers from the Colum bus public schools. Established in 1986, the LC
focused on the developm ent o f effective learning com m unities working w ithin a multiple
leadership design. Lyons explained the LC is grounded in C lay’s (2002) theories of
learning. As with the PDS and the NW P, the LC strives to eliminate isolation in learning
and teaching and strengthen reciprocity in literacy learning and literacy learning
leadership.
M iller (2001) described the Southern M aine Partnership as a school-university
partnership. This partnership has grown to becom e a regional alliance including 34
public school districts, the U niversity o f Southern M aine and several other neighboring
local universities. M iller described these regionally based partnerships as “third cultures”
(p. 102) being neither schools nor universities. This researcher further added this
partnership functions as an am oeba in sm aller partnerships to respond to the professional
developm ent needs o f teachers and also by encouraging and supporting learning and
learning leadership roles.
In addition to supporting literacy learning leadership through collaboratives,
researchers support literacy learning leadership by the school’s literacy specialist and by
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classroom teachers. The following section discusses the qualities o f leadership, and the
roles of the literacy specialist and classroom teachers as learning leaders in their schools.
Included is a discussion about constructivist leadership efforts.

Leadership
Characteristics o f Leadership
Researchers have studied qualities o f leadership. G oldberg’s (2001) research
found leaders tended to share certain “large-m inded” qualities. Leaders also possessed a
grounded belief their purposes are im portant, serious, and em inently worthwhile.
Goldberg noted leaders had the courage to swim upstream and go against the flow in
order to secure their beliefs. Leaders also exem plify situational mastery in using their
skills in matters considered to be important.
Leiberman, Saxl, and M iles (1988) identified key skills exhibited by leaders as
building trust and rapport, diagnosing situations dealing with the collaborative process,
using resources, managing work, and building skill and confidence in others. Leadership
behavior relies on identifying, exploring, and clarifying new directions and goals, as well
as staying inform ed, sharing inform ation and pow er, and locating and mobilizing
resources.
Lam bert (1998) believed school leadership should be o f a constructivist nature.
This form of leadership is consistent with learning through collaborative learning
com munities. Lam bert described this leadership a s ' ' . . . learning among adults in a
com m unity that shares goals and visions” (p. 18). Leadership is a naturally engaging
complex interactive framework leading to broad-based participation among school
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com m unity members. Lam bert added leadership works to further colleagues’ learning by
“ . . . convening and facilitating dialogue, posing inquiry questions, coaching one another,
mentoring a new teacher, and inviting others to becom e engaged with a new idea” (p. 18).
Howey (1988) defined leadership as the means to get others involved in solving
problems. This researcher defined leadership as the means to develop a collective will
among individuals to overcom e many com m onplace problems. Howey believed
leadership is more than ju st know ing or acting because leadership is “ . . . ultim ately
defined in coalescing others to act when they otherwise might not have” (p. 28).
Leadership, however, can be transactional and transformational.
Schools are com plex systems with many interdependent units. Leithwood,
Begley, and Cousins (1992) referred to transactional and transformational leaderships as
ways o f meeting our schools’ com plexities. Transactional leadership maintains the
organization by carrying out daily routines. Transform ational leadership gives people the
incentive to im prove their practices. This form o f leadership supports, em powers, and
generates teacher leaders because this leadership provides hope, energy, and optimism.
Leithwood et al. explained transform ational leadership can redefine a group’s mission
and vision, renew their com m itm ent, and restructures their systems for goal
accom plishm ent with people not over people
Donaldson Jr., (2001) also supported constructive leadership in schools. This
researcher described this leadership as a flow o f leadership resulting from the blending o f
leadership roles by all m em bers o f the school’s staff in response to students’ and
society’s em erging needs. D onaldson stated true leadership can be evidenced in the
synchronicity o f m em bers’ thoughts, words, actions, and outcom es” (p. 5). This
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fram ework allows the members to coordinate their efforts to achieve the same desired
results.
Profile o f the Literacy Specialist as Learning Leader
M any researchers perceive the literacy specialist is the central force in
establishing powerful collaborative literacy learning com m unities in schools. W epner,
Strickland, and Feeley (2002) noted that literacy specialists need to help teachers provide
non-threatening literacy learning environm ents which prom ote risk-taking and guarantee
success to their students. These professional developers also need to promote
com m unication and flexibility am ong teachers, as well as congruence between reading
program s in the school. The literacy leaders must also help teachers understand and
benefit from the connection between reading research and actual classroom reading
instruction.
Bean (2001, 2004) explained the role o f the literacy specialist is complex and has
been given many labels, such as reading specialist, literacy coach, reading consultant, and
literacy consultant. The literacy specialist does not only work with students in pull-out
reading groups. Bean (2004) stated this learning leader also works with classroom
teachers “ . . . in planning and im plem enting effective reading instruction for students and
engages in in-class instruction” (p. 330). In support o f these beliefs, O ’N eal, Snyder,
Scott, and Spor (2001) conducted research that revealed students’ literacy achievem ent
increased as a result o f the literacy specialist’s interventions in the school.
The literacy specialist must have extensive know ledge about literacy. Bean
(2004) indicated the literacy specialist m ust have an understanding o f the IRA standards
in literacy by being know ledgeable o f the reading process, theory and research.
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assessm ent and diagnosis, intervention, curriculum , and instruction. These literacy
leaders m ust also have advanced study in the roles and responsibilities o f the literacy
specialist as well as possess the skills to work effectively with adults. This leader also
dem onstrates the interest and enthusiasm for literacy learning and inspires this interest
and enthusiasm in other teachers. Bean (2004) believed the literacy specialist must be a
lifelong literacy learner by attending professional literacy-related conference and reading
literacy-related research and sharing this inform ation with teachers. Planning and
facilitating teachers’ professional study groups, engaging in literacy research and ongoing
professional developm ent also support this literacy leader as a lifelong learner. Bean,
however, cautioned that the literacy specialist is not to be considered as an aide in the
classroom.
Bean (2004) believed the literacy specialist’s collaboration with classroom
teachers about literacy learning and teaching is ideal for sustaining collaborative learning
com m unities w ithin schools. However, both the classroom teacher and literacy specialist
need to know and understand their roles in the classroom and establish clear expectations
o f their roles. This understanding will avoid perceptions of the literacy specialist as an
aide in the classroom and will utilize the literacy specialist’s literacy expertise.
Vogt and Shearer (2003) explained literacy specialists are in great dem and in
schools as a result o f the N o Child Left Behind legislation of 2002 and the Reading First
Initiative. This leader is instrum ental in im proving the literacy learning and teaching in
the school by supporting a powerful learning environm ent for teachers and students. The
current role o f the literacy specialist is diverse. This teacher-of-teachers coordinates,
oversees, and assists in assessing the effectiveness o f school-wide literacy program s. The
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literacy leader organizes and facilitates teachers’ professional study groups, literacy
committee meetings, fam ily literacy events, com m unity reading programs, and any
literacy-related school event.
Lyons and Pinnell (2001) stated this leader models the behavior o f an effective
collaborator by being know ledgeable o f working with adults and by dem onstrating
effective com m unication and social skills. This leader is the catalyst inspiring and
producing reciprocal learning opportunities among all staff members. The literacy
specialist engages in professional dialogue with teachers about literacy teaching and
learning and research through planned professional developm ent and informal
collaboration. The literacy specialist also is expected to have successful experience
working with students with diverse backgrounds and diverse learning needs. A further
view was expressed by D onaldson, Jr. (2001).
D onaldson, Jr. (2001) called the literacy specialist a co-m em ber in the
“teacherhood” (p. 68). This co-m em bership allows this leader to “ . . . shape and be
shaped by colleagues in a continuous give-and-take that can have major im pacts on
faculty attitudes, beliefs, and even behaviors” (Donaldson, Jr., 2001, p. 69). Since the
literacy leader is part o f the cultural and social dynam ics shaping the school, this teacher
can understand and be sensitive to these dynamics. Donaldson, Jr. added the literacy
specialist em erges from the com m unity as a respected and knowledgeable colleague
acting as a catalyst in the learning process.
The literacy specialist assum es both formal and informal leadership
responsibilities. The literacy specialist is a formally appointed position because this
person assumes some adm inistrative duties such as organizing and facilitating school-
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w ide reading programs, professional developm ent for teachers, and various literacy
events. The informal leadership role includes conducting and evaluating informal
reading assessm ents, suggesting suitable literacy instruction, and working with students
in classes and in pull-out reading groups, and in-class m odeling and dem onstrating for
teachers. Bean (204) expressed similar views.
Bean (2004) also believed literacy specialists need to w ork with teachers in
classroom s to model and dem onstrate lessons, co-teach, and inform teachers about
adm inistration and assessm ents o f formal and informal literacy assessm ents. These
leaders also suggest flexible student grouping strategies, and im plem ents effective
literacy intervention program s for identified students. H owever, the literacy specialist’s
literacy learning leadership efforts need to be accom panied by classroom teachers’
learning leadership roles.
The classroom teacher is expected to assume literacy learning leadership roles.
Researchers consider classroom teachers literacy learning leaders and necessary for
school reform. The following section gives the rationale to support researchers’ beliefs.
Classroom Teachers as Learning Leaders
H owey (1988) explained the fundamental needs in our schools are “ . . . highly
com petent leaders who reside where the problem s are - in schools - and who can address
these in a continuing, collective m anner” (p. 29). Similarly, Barth (201) stated that
the m ost reliable, useful, proxim ate, and professional help resides under the roof o f the
schoolhouse with the teaching staff its e lf’ (p. 445). He also added that when principals
encourage and enlist teachers to act as leaders it not only relieves some o f their own
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workload but it enables them to work smarter. Sirotnik and Clark (1988) expressed
sim ilar perspectives.
Sirotnik and Clark (1988) indicated any hope of significant and sustained
educational change requires putting teachers in control o f this reform since teachers are
most helpful to other teachers. This researcher also believed school principals need to
allow teachers the time for collaboration and assuming learning leadership roles.
Rosenholtz (1991) agreed that the principal’s support of teacher leadership is vital for
collaborative literacy learning com m unities.
R osenholtz’s (1991) study docum ented teacher leadership roles and norms of
collegiality in schools are strong in schools where principals endorse these behaviors as
necessary to support the collaborative culture o f learning in the school. These principals
w ork to rem ove the roadblocks to teachers’ collaboration by allowing teachers the time to
collaborate, set realistic goals, and share learning leadership. This research also found
teacher learning leaders in effective schools display certain characteristics o f collegial
leadership. These learning leaders set exam ples o f working with children and adults,
assume more responsibility than other teachers in carrying out tasks, and value the
welfare o f the children as most im portant. These leaders initiate new programs, are
receptive to other teachers’ ideas, and exhibit leadership skills. Classroom teacher
learning leaders are very involved with com m ittee work and curriculum planning.
Rosenholtz added teacher learning leaders possess positive attitudes and are active
learners by seeking professional developm ent. These leaders are willing to grow and
change as literacy teachers by trying and adopting new literacy teaching strategies. A
further view is expressed by W asley (1991).
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W asley (1991) believed classroom teachers have become the change agents of
their profession. W asley ’s (1991) research revealed any hope o f significant and sustained
educational change requires the sharing o f learning leadership roles among classroom
teachers. W asley believed teachers need to be involved in the restructuring o f their
profession by assum ing these roles. W asley explained these learning leaders do not
advocate having all the answers to com plicated questions about teaching and do not
suggest all form er practices be discarded in favor o f new teaching approaches. Classroom
teacher learning leaders create a working clim ate among their colleagues that underlines
the com plications and m astery o f teaching. This clim ate has contributed tow ard raising
the status o f the teaching profession.
A sim ilar view was expressed by W epner, Strickland, and Feeley (2002). These
researchers believed the focus on the role o f the classroom teacher as a learning leader for
peers and as a professional has had a great im pact on teachers’ professional developm ent
and school reform. W epner, Strickland, and Feeley stated, “ . . . the key to school change
is a know ledgeable professional in every classroom ” (p. 116).
Danielson (1996) stated that teachers’ learning leadership increases the
professionalization o f teaching. T eachers’ literacy leadership allows them to grow as
professionals by being inform ed about literacy and by increasing their skills. However,
Danielson believed teachers need to continue to grow as professionals. W hile teachers’
learning leadership roles have been part o f the effort to reculturize schools, the process
has not been easy.
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Reculturizing schools involves change. C hange is com plex because there are
m any dynam ics involved in the change process. The next section discusses how the
reculturization o f schools is affected by this com plexity.

The Process o f Changing Schools
Fullan (2001) explained school reform through collaborative learning
com m unities is com plex because change cannot be im posed. M any dynam ics are
involved in tbe change process. Change can bring fear o f the unknown, uncertainty, and
resentm ent. Fullan added the process o f change is a journey and does not instantaneously
occur. The process is difficult because it involves conflict. Transform ing schools from a
factory model o f learning to a collaborative learning model is challenging because
teachers have grown accustom ed to acting as decision m akers about teaching and
learning only in the privacy o f their classrooms. A further view was expressed by
Sweeney (2003).
Sweeney (2003) believed that some teachers avoid collaboration because they
view collaborative learning as intrusive. The change in teachers’ perspectives of
collaborative learning takes tim e to develop. Sweeney explained, “Change becom es
organic, building upon itself and evolving over tim e” (pg. 12). Researchers have also
questioned how to change schools into collaborative learning cultures.
Barth ( 1990) believed change must com e from w ithin the school because teachers
are the experts in their craft. This researcher believed teachers, themselves, can reform
schools by acting as collaborative learning com m unities. Sergiovanni (194) had
additional perspectives about change in schools.
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Sergiovanni’s (1994) concept of change involved change within the entire school
com munity. This researcher defined the school as a community o f students, the entire
school staff, and the outside com m unity surrounding the school. Sergiovanni referred to
a com m unity o f mind that involves the bonding between people resulting from the
bonding to a com m on goal or a shared set of values and ideas. The com m unity o f mind
helps transform a school from being a collection o f individuals with different ideas to a
unified group sharing the sam e values, goals, and ideas. Fullan (2001) expressed further
views.
Fullan (2001) believed change is not confined; it involves all its constituent parts.
This researcher explained all personnel at the local, district, university, and state levels
need to be involved in changing the learning culture of the school by taking part in the
decision-m aking concerning school improvement. The lack o f support from the
infrastructure is a “system problem ” (p. 135) and not solely the schools’ problem. Fullan
explained school reform is not a m atter o f imposing policies or requirem ents. School
systems need to support collaborative learning com m unities as reform for schools by
providing teachers the tim e, resources, and extra financial, professional, or educational
incentives to encourage and support teachers’ collaboration with colleagues.
Transform ing schools from a factory model of learning to a collaborative learning model
is challenging. A group effort tow ards this change rather than an individual one can ease
the transition. This transform ation becom es possible when the entire infrastructure o f the
school system from the superintendent to the classroom teacher values collaborative
learning com m unities. Fullan also believed an exam ination of the purpose and process o f
change is necessary to avoid fragm ented, disconnected, superficial, and episodic projects.
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The discussion section sum m arizes the main points o f this chapter and connects
these points to D ew ey’s (1916, 1938) and V ygotsky’s (1978) beliefs about learning.

Discussion
H ochschild and Scovronick (2003) indicated school reform has been a societal
concern since the second half of the tw entieth century. Federal and state legislation
initiatives reinforcing a hierarchal control o f education have not reduced the num ber of
students perform ing in lowest perform ance quartile. Pessim ism in the public schools’
ability to meet school reform demands has laid the foundation for support o f
collaborative learning com m unities among educators. These researchers believe these
learning com m unities can reverse the autonom ous isolation reinforced by traditional
learning cultures to enable teachers to improve their teaching practice through shared
learning. Collaborative learning com m unities also rely on learning leadership roles by
the literacy specialist and classroom teacher.
Learning leadership roles by the literacy specialist and classroom teachers are
essential to im prove schools. Lyons and Pinnell (2001) believed literacy specialists must
understand the dynam ics involved in leadership and learning. Literacy specialists are
called teachers o f teachers because they model effective collaborative behavior by
dem onstrating effective com m unication and social skills while building powerful
learning relationships among colleagues. Lieberman and W ood (2001) believed
collaborative com m unities of learning support the model o f classroom teachers acting as
learning leaders w ithin these com munities. These researchers support this model because
classroom teachers are m ost fam iliar with the diverse learning needs o f their students.
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Dynamic com m unities o f learning are dependent on teachers’ com munication and
continuous engagem ent in learning. Similarly, Fullan (2001) believed key words for
school reform include “ . . . m eaning, coherence, connectedness, synergy, alignm ent, and
capacity for continuous im provem ent” (p. 19).
D ew ey’s (1916, 1938) and V ygotsky’s (1978) foundational educational theories,
em phasizing the necessity o f interaction in learning, provide the basis for school reform
efforts in the tw enty-first century. These theorists expressed their belief in the
effectiveness o f the social construction o f know ledge to improve learning. Researchers
endorse teachers’ collaborative learning com m unities bcause these com m unities are
based on the construction o f know ledge within a supportive social context. A ccording to
D ew ey’s (1916, 1938) beliefs, the transform ation and reculturization o f school systems
into dem ocractic learning contexts improves literacy learning in schools. Improving and
strengthening learning in schools strengthens the notion of democratic schools and
perpetuates society.
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C H A PTER 3

M ETH O D O LO G Y
Chapter three describes the m ethodology used in this study that investigates
literacy learning and literacy learning leadership in collaborative literacy learning
com m unities. The chapter begins with an introduction and continues with a discussion of
the research design, preparation participants, procedure, data collection, and analysis.
Chapter 3 concludes with the lim itations o f the study and a chapter summary.

Introduction
A socially constructed learning environm ent invites, encourages, and supports
growth in learning (Dewey, 1916, 1938; V ygotsky, 1978). The nature o f the learning
process and the culture o f learning w ithin socially constructed contexts can be understood
by recognizing the dynam ics involved in learning w ithin learning communities.
Addressing the gap in students’ literacy achievem ent has been a focus o f school reform
since the 1980’s. Collaborative com m unities o f learning among educators have been
supported as an answer to school reform (Barth, 1990, 2001; DuFour and Eaker, 1998;
Fullan, 2001). W ith these points in mind, five questions were developed to exam ine
three Title 1 schools’ perceptions o f and com m itm ent to collaborative literacy learning.
The research addressed the following five questions;
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1. W hat are the characteristics that define a learning com m unity related to literacy
learning and literacy learning leadership in three Title I Schools?
2. W hat characteristics define collaboration as a learning tool in the learning
com m unities o f these Title I Schools?
3. W hat are teachers’ perceptions o f the literacy specialist’s leadership style as it
affects collaboration in the schools’ learning com m unities?
4. How do the teachers’ perceptions o f the literacy specialist’s role as literacy
learning leader influence the collaborative learning culture in the three schools?
5. W hat are the teachers’ perceptions of the classroom teacher as literacy learning
leader and how do these perceptions influence collaboration in their schools?
Research Design
C hapter three describes the methodology o f the study. This research is a multiple
case study based on a qualitative research design. C hapter three begins with the purpose
o f the study and is followed by inform ation about the participants and a discussion o f the
interview instrum ent used. A chapter summary follows.
M erriam (1998) explained qualitative research helps to explain the meaning of
social phenom ena. These researchers attempt to understand the m eaning people have
constructed o f their world. Q ualitative research is conducted with the smallest possible
disruption o f the natural setting. However, M erriam stated a prim ary concern for
qualitative researchers is to report findings from an em ic or insider perspective rather
than an etic or outsider perspective. Data collection and analysis is mediated through the
qualitative researcher by utilizing ethnographic tools and methods such as interviewing,
audio recording, and fieldnotes. M erriam believes the qualitative researcher is able to
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consider the entire context by processing the data im mediately, clarifying, summarizing,
and being sensitive to nonverbal aspects o f the study.
A case study is one form o f qualitative research. M erriam noted the case study is
“ . . . anchored in real-life situations” (p. 41). The case study is used as a heuristic to
enable the researcher to obtain a better understanding o f a particular phenom enon. A
case study researcher studies the whole phenom enon through an integration o f its parts.
The case study has a specific focus, is bounded or limited to the num ber o f participants to
be interviewed, and concludes with a detailed literary description of the phenom enon
being studied (M erriam , 1998).
This research was a multiple case study design because its specific focus is
grounded in life experiences and has a lim ited num ber o f participants. This case study
has a qualitative design because o f the ethnographic tools used in collecting data and the
literary descriptive report to discuss the research findings. The researcher used
interview ing, audio recordings, and fieldnotes as the tools to learn about the participants’
perceptions and perspectives of collaborative learning com munities. The analysis was
conducted through an ethnographic lens using Spradley’s (1980) domain analytic
technique to uncover the culture o f these particular learning com m unities within each of
the three schools.
The research was designed to support or validate what is known about
collaboration by exam ining the culture o f learning in three Title 1 schools. The study
investigated nine participants’ (six classroom teachers and three literacy specialists)
perceptions o f the supports and constraints to collaborative literacy learning and literacy
learning leadership in learning com m unities. This research added to what is already
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known about collaborative learning com m unities in Title 1 schools. This study’s findings
can also be used by professional developers as suggestions for im plem enting effective
collaboration in Title 1 schools.
Preparation for Research Study
The researcher met the federal guidelines o f the human subjects procedures by
obtaining perm ission from the Institutional Research Board (IRB) and the W oodland
School District. After obtaining perm ission to conduct research from both the university
and the school district, phone calls were m ade by the researcher to principals in various
elem entary schools in the same district area.

School sites were selected based on the

consent o f principals from three Title 1 schools. Either the principals or the school’s
literacy specialist chose the classroom teacher participants. The researcher and the
principal or school’s literacy specialist arranged the initial interview dates. Before
beginning the initial interview, all participants received a letter signed by the researcher
explaining their involvem ent in the research, reassurance o f their anonym ity, and
confidentiality o f their responses as well as any possible risk and cost as a result o f
participation. The researcher kept a copy o f this letter signed by the participant.
Pilot Study
Prior to the research, a pilot study was conducted. The purpose o f the pilot study
was to determ ine if the pilot study participants’ understood the questions to be used in the
initial interview and to clarify and adjust the w ording of the questions w here necessary.
The pilot study also helped the researcher ju d g e the value of the questions to be used in
the initial interview. The researcher selected tw o classroom teachers from the same
school and three literacy specialists in three different schools. The two classroom
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teachers and two literacy specialists were at Title I schools. One literacy specialist did
not work at a Title 1 School. All the schools were in the same school district as the
research schools. These classroom teachers had three or more years o f classroom
teaching experience. The literacy specialists had three or more years experience in the
role o f literacy specialist at their respective school. The pilot study did not change the
ideas o f the proposed research. Only one question needed to be rew orded for greater
clarification.
Research Instrum ents
The study focused specifically on the culture o f learning in three Title 1 schools
and was limited to nine participants. The researcher used interviewing, audio recordings,
and fieldnotes as the ethnographic tools to learn about the participants’ perceptions and
perspectives o f collaborative learning com munities. The study was conducted in two
parts to include a sem i-structured initial interview (Appendices I and II.) and two sem i
structured follow -up interview s (Appendices III through XIII.) All interviews were
conducted person to person. The source o f the questions and conversation prom pts used
during the interview sessions were based on research about collaboration and the
participants’ responses. Em erson, Fretz, and Shaw (1995) noted the im portance o f
realizing and lim iting preconceptions about inform ants as well as becom ing responsive to
inform ants’ concerns. This awareness and responsiveness helps ethnographers write
fieldnotes in w ays t o ' ' . . . capture and preserve indigenous m eanings” (p. 12).
The results o f this study were to increase understanding o f literacy learning and
literacy learning leadership in Title 1 schools. The schools’ perceptions o f collaborative
literacy learning w ere exam ined through the participants’ responses concerning the
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supportive and constraining factors to collaborative literacy learning and literacy learning
leadership by the literacy specialist and classroom teacher.
Participants
This research included nine participants (eight females and one male) from three
Title 1 Schools. Table 3.1 lists the participants, their schools, and their grade assignment.

Table 3.1

Research Participants
Teacher

Teacher

Literacy Specialist

"Landmark"

Frank

M ary

Sue

"Covey"

R ose

Tina

Lucy

"Farsey"

H elen

Jesse

Lona

Respondents from each school included two classroom teachers with two or more
years of classroom teaching experience at that school and a literacy specialist with three
or more years experience in the literacy specialist position at that school. The
participants were asked to indicate their advanced degrees and certifications in reading.
Table 3.2 reflects this inform ation.
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T able 3 .2

D em ograp hic Inform ation

N ame

N um ber of
Years as
N um ber of Literacy
Years in
Specialist in
School
School

Advanced
Degree

Frank

13 - 16

N /A

M . Ed., T ESL

Mary

8 - 12

N /A

Sue

3 - 5

3 -5

R o se

2 -4

N /A

Tina

2 -4

N /A

L ucy

3 -5

3 - 5

Helen

13-16

N /A

Jesse

13 - 16

N /A

Lona

6 -7

6 -7

Position
C lassroom
Teacher

Literacy
Specialists'
Prior
Experience as
Classroom
Teacher
N /A

"Landmark
Ele.

C lassroom
Teacher

School"
M . Ed. In

Literacy

Literacy

Specialist
C lassroom
Teacher

"Covey
Ele.

C lassroom
Teacher

School"
Literacy

Literacy

E ndorsem ent

Specialist
C lassroom
T eacher

N /A

1 3 - 16

N /A

N /A

174-

N /A

"Farsey
Ele.

T E SL

School"

C lassroom
T eacher

Reading

Literacy

Specialist

Specialist

N /A

6-8

Table 3.2 indicates one literacy specialist and one classroom teacher earned
m asters degrees and tw o literacy specialists have certification as a literacy specialist.
Research Procedure
This research study was conducted and was limited to three public Title I schools
in the “W oodland School D istrict,” a pseudonym . This district was located in a
southwest region o f the United States in a large urban city. M ost o f the elementary
schools in this school district region were m ore than 50% Hispanic. Interviewing was the
main instrum ent used in this research. It is the background from Bruner (1996), D ew ey
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(1916, 1938), and V ygotsky (1978) that gives the rationale for hearing the voices o f the
people to understand their ideas and beliefs through external tools such as language and
culture. B runer referred to culture as the “toolkit” to be used to understand peoples’ ideas
and behavior. D ew ey called the tongue a tool and Vygotsky believed language is the tool
to understand people because thought and language are related in reciprocal relationship
to each other. The participants were asked to respond to questions in an initial interview
and two follow -up interviews. The additional interviews or m em ber checks were needed
for further clarification and for consistency o f them es across the responses to assure the
internal validity o f em ergent findings. All interviews were scheduled according to
participants’ and researcher’s availability. All interviews took approxim ately forty-five
minutes and the questions focused on the participants’ perspectives on collaborative
literacy learning and literacy learning leadership. The initial interview for all respondents
was semi-form al and consisted o f descriptive, interpretive and ideal position structured
questions. The classroom teachers’ questions differed from the literacy specialists’
questions. (A ppendix I for classroom teachers; and Appendix II for literacy specialists).
Initial interview questions for the classroom teachers included the follow ing
topics:
a) key support to professional practice
b) benefits o f collaboration to teaching practice
c) a description o f the characteristics o f an effective literacy leader (literacy
specialist)
d) factors to discourage classroom teachers’ literacy learning leadership roles.
Initial interview questions for the literacy specialists included the following topics:
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a. their perspectives on the benefits o f teachers’ collaboration about literacy
learning and teaching
b. their definition o f a literacy learning com m unity
c.

a description o f themselves as effective and ineffective literacy leaders

d. an explanation o f the classroom teachers’ influence on their roles as literacy
leaders
The first follow-up interview for all participants included open-ended questions.
The number o f questions varied for each participant. (A ppendices III through XI.) Two
semi-structured descriptive questions were asked in the second follow-up interviews.
One set of questions was used for the classroom teachers and one set for the literacy
specialists. (Appendix X II for classroom teachers; and A ppendix XIII for literacy
specialists.)

Collection of Data
Combined data included participants’ responses, audio recordings of interviews,
field notes taken during and after interviewing, and transcriptions o f interviews. The tape
recording o f interviews was necessary to ensure accuracy and m inim ize possible notetaking errors. Fieldnotes were written during and after each interview session to capture
the indigenous meaning o f the participants’ statements. Em erson, Eretz, and Shaw
(1995) defined fieldnotes as written accounts o f others’ experiences and concerns written
through the person and perspectives o f the ethnographer. These researchers also noted
that realizing and lim iting preconceptions about inform ants as well as becoming
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respon sive to inform ants’ con cern s h elp ethnographers write field n otes in w a y s t o ' ' . . .
capture and preserve in d igen ou s m ea n in g s” (p. 12).

Interviews were transcribed and analyzed soon after each interview to enable the
researcher to reflect on the inform ation and to alert the researcher to the necessity of
refining or verifying ideas. M erriam (1998) stated “ . . . the right way to analyze data in a
qualitative study is to do it sim ultaneously with data collection” (p. 162). D ata were then
triangulated to give the researcher m ore o f an in-depth understanding o f the research.
Com parisons and contrasts were m ade from all collected data for cultural patterns in the
data. M erriam (1998) cautioned the participant’s mood, health condition, or possible
ulterior m otive could influence the participants’ responses during interview ing (M erriam,
1998). The researcher was conscious o f these influences while analyzing the data.

Treatm ent o f Data
Data Analysis
Transcriptions o f interview s were coded to help the researcher easily locate
specific pieces o f inform ation. T he researcher triangulated the data from the interviews,
tape recordings, and fieldnotes to search for contradictory or confirm ing statements.
Denzin and Lincoln (1998) explained that using different methods or triangulating the
data to understand the phenom ena gives the researcher more o f an in-depth understanding
o f the research.
D enzin and Lincoln (1998) also indicated that the researcher codes and
categorizes the data and begins this process early in the data collection process. The data
were coded and placed into appropriate dom ains and taxonom ies to search for cultural
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meanings. Spradley (1980) defined these dom ains as “ . . . a category o f cultural meaning
that includes sm aller categories” (p. 98). This researcher explained these cultural
dom ains are em bedded in what has been recorded. Each domain contained only relevant
research inform ation and the dom ain’s nam e was reflective o f its information. These
dom ains and taxonom ies were refined each time new data were collected. Exam ples of
dom ains included: a) influences o f the traditional culture o f learning, b) threats to selfefficacy in o n e’s practice, and c) catalyst for learning and learning leadership. Exam ples
o f taxonom ies included the following: a) personality differences, b) acting as a learner
and learning leader, and c) the need to conform as a follower. The dom ains and
taxonom ies were then com bined into a com ponential analysis and analyzed in term s of
“high agreem ent” , “medium agreem ent”, and “low agreement” among the three schools
concerning supportive and constraining characteristics of literacy learning and literacy
learning leadership.
The use o f the terms “high,” “m edium ,” and “low ” agreement express the degree
o f collaboration. “H igh” means eight or m ore participants agreed, “m edium ” m eans five
through seven agreed, and “low ” means four or fewer agreed. It is im portant to realize
that in the tables reflecting constraining characteristics, (i.e. table 4.4), high agreem ent
means high agreem ent for negative factors, m edium means medium agreem ent for
negative characteristics, and low agreem ent m eans low consensus for negative factors. In
term s o f support, high agreement would be desirable. However, in terms o f constraints,
the high agreem ent becom es an undesirable factor in terms of literacy learning and
collaboration. In addition, there are occasions w here low agreement for constraints
proves undesirable for support of an effective literacy learning community.
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M aking a com ponential analysis enabled the researcher to determ ine the cultural
them es or patterns o f the culture o f learning in the three schools. Spradley (1980) defined
a cultural them e as “Any principle recurrent in a num ber of domains, tacit or explicit, and
serving as a relationship among subsystems o f cultural m eaning” (p. 141).
The com ponential analysis included cover term s, included terms, themes, reoccurring
variables or possibilities, and school metaphors. Table 3.3 illustrates a com ponential
analysis.
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Table 3.3

Componential Analysis

Reoccurring
Variables /
Possibilities

School
Metaphors

Encouragement

Teamwork

Included
Term

Theme

Accepting
Help

Learning
Reciprocity

2. What characteristics define
collaboration as a learning tool Collaborative
in the learning communities o f Learning
these Title 1 Schools?

Leadership

Learning and
Learning
Support
Leadership
Reciprocity

Teamwork

3. What are teachers’
perceptions o f the literacy
Literacy
specialist’s leadership style as
Specialist
it affects collaboration in the
schools’ learning communities?

Professional
Learning
Leader

Unfamiliarity Disinterest

Wishful
Thinking

Wishful
Thinking

Cover Term
1. What are the characteristics
that define a learning
Literacy
community related to literacy
Learning
learning and literacy learning
Community
leadership in three Title I
Schools?

4. How do the teachers’
perceptions o f the literacy
specialist’s role as literacy
learning leader inlluence the
collaborative learning culture
in the three schools?

Literacy
Literacy
Learning Leader Expert

In-Road

5. What are the teachers’
perceptions o f the classroom
teacher as literacy learning
leader and how do these
perceptions influence
collaboration in their schools?

Classroom
Literacy
Teacher
Learning
Learning Leader Leadership

Self-Fulfilling Notoriety

Support Group
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Deserted Island

An exam ple o f a cover term is “classroom teacher learning leader.” An included
term is “leadership.” The theme is “self-fulfilling.” A reoccurring variable or possibility
is “notoriety.” An appropriate school m etaphor is “island.” This exam ple explains that
this Title I school believed classroom teachers choose literacy learning leadership among
their peers for self-fulfilling reasons. The m etaphor describes this school as disinterested
in collaboration about literacy learning with colleagues.
The participants’ interview responses were used to report evidence supporting
foundational educational theory and educational research concerning collaborative
literacy learning com munities and literacy learning leadership. See Tables 3.4 and 3.5 as
exam ples.

Table 3.4

Support of Foundational Theory
Relationship of Responses to Theory

Cultural Domain

Participant's Response

Claims Related to
Theory

Social Construction of
Knowledge

"We all need to grow together as learners."

D ew ey (1916, 1938)

Learning Leadership

"Sue makes me a stronger literacy learner and literacy
learning leader.-

,,
,
V ygoiak , ( 1978)

"Feedback between the literacy specialist and me makes
Recursive Nature o f Learning us both stronger as learners because this feedback
Bruner (1977)
strengthens our literacy learning and teaching."
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Table 3.4 illustrates the researcher relied on foundational educational theory with
respect to the social process o f learning as explained by Dewey (1938, 1916) and
Vygotsky (1978) and B runer’s (1977) theory o f the recursive nature of learning. The
participants’ responses reflect these theorists’ beliefs about collaborative learning.

Table 3.5

Support of Research

Relationship of Responses to Research

Cultural Domain
Social Construction o f
Knowledge

Learning Leadership

Participant's Response

Researcher(s)

"We get smarter by working and learning together."

John-Steiner (2000);
Sw eeney (2003)

"1 believe group learning leadership is necessary for
literacy learning."

Influence o f Literacy

"Sue's passion and excitement for literacy is

Specialist

contagious."

Lieberman & W ood (2001 ):
Donaldson; Jr. (2001 )

Bean (2001, 2004); Lyons
& Pinnell (2001)

Table 3.5 indicates the presence o f school reform researchers’ beliefs in the (i.e.
Bean, 2001, 2004; Barth, 1990, 2001; D onaldson, Jr., 2001) participants’ responses.
These beliefs concern the need for the social construction of know ledge and the
im portance o f literacy learning leadership and the literacy specialist in collaborative
literacy learning communities.
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Data T riangulation

Janesick (1998) explained one basic type o f data triangulation involves the use of
a variety o f data sources in a study. The researcher triangulated the data to confirm
findings as well as assure the internal validity o f the data (Merriam, 1998). Data from
interview responses, tape recordings, and fieldnotes were triangulated to search for
contradictory or confirm ing statements.
Denzin and Lincoln (1998) explained the researcher uses data triangulation as a
heuristic tool. Triangulating data assisted the researcher in forming conclusions about the
dynamics involved in collaboration, roles and relationships developing in teachers’
learning com m unities, as well as the effects of literacy learning leadership on
collaboration and learning w ithin these communities.
D ata triangulation helped the researcher have a greater understanding o f the
participants’ perceptions o f this type of professional development. This process also
gave the researcher a clearer understanding of connections to foundational educational
theory and research relating to the nature o f learning, the culture of learning in schools,
learning as a social process, the connections between learning com m unities and the
process o f socially shared learning. Data triangulation also explained the influences o f
these com m unities on teachers’ professional development. The combination o f this
inform ation enabled the researcher to understand the participants’ disposition tow ard
learning within a social context and their reliance on this form of professional
development. This research added to w hat is already known about the process and
culture o f learning as well as its potential for being effective professional developm ent
for educators in im proving literacy learning and teaching practices.
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Focus
A prim ary focus of this research was to exam ine teachers’ perspectives and
perceptions o f collaborative learning com m unities am ong teachers and learning
leadership. This study explained the limits and benefits o f collaborative learning and the
prospects for collaborative learning to support teachers’ preferences for professional
developm ent and the existing culture o f learning w ithin schools. This research added to
w hat is already known about the process and culture o f learning as well as its potential
for being effective professional developm ent for educators in im proving literacy learning
and literacy teaching practices. Information gained from this research expanded
understanding of the limits and benefits o f this model o f professional development, its
potential to raise students’ academic achievem ent, teachers’ sense o f self-efficacy, and
ultim ately the professionalization o f teaching. This m ethod o f shared learning
strengthens the concept o f dem ocratic schools and dem ocracy in society as proposed by
Dewey (1916, 1938).

Sum m ary
Collaborative learning com m unities in Title 1 schools are possible by
understanding teachers’ perceptions and perspectives on collaboration. Recognizing the
underlying reasons for these perceptions is vital. This know ledge will assist researchers
and educators to understand how Title 1 schools can im plem ent and sustain powerful
collaborative literacy learning cultures.
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CHAPTER 4

FIND IN GS OE THE STUDY
The purpose o f this researches to understand the process o f collaborative learning
among teachers within literacy learning communities. The research centers on the
following five research questions:
1. W hat are the characteristics that define a learning com m unity related to literacy
learning and literacy learning leadership in three Title I Schools?
2. W hat characteristics define collaboration as a learning tool in the learning
com m unities o f these Title I Schools?
3. W hat are teachers’ perceptions o f the literacy specialist’s leadership style as it
affects collaboration in the schools’ learning com m unities?
4. How do the teachers’ perceptions of the literacy specialist’s role as literacy
learning leader influence the collaborative learning culture in the three schools?
5. W hat are the teachers’ perceptions of the classroom teacher as literacy learning
leader and how do these perceptions influence collaboration in their schools?
Chapter 4 exam ines perceptions o f supports and constraints to interactive learning
within collaborative literacy learning com m unities o f three Title 1 Schools. This
chapter also exam ines the schools’ perceptions o f the effects o f literacy learning
leadership by the literacy specialist and the classroom teacher within these
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com munities. Chapter 4 sum m arizes the research findings and provides a description
o f Chapter 5.
An analysis o f the data collected in this research provides the answers to the five
research questions. This analysis is based on qualitative m ethodology (M erriam , 1998).
Three m ajor categories em erge from the data analysis: 1) the support o f learning
interaction within literacy learning com m unities, 2) the support o f the effects o f the
literacy specialist as literacy learning leader within these collaborative literacy learning
com m unities, and 3) the support o f the classroom teacher acting as literacy learning
leader within these com munities.
Data analyses were conducted across the three Title 1 Schools, “Landm ark,”
“Covey,” and “Farsey,” to determ ine support and constraint o f the three areas. Analyses
o f the schools’ responses also were conducted to investigate collective and varying
responses with regard to these three areas. These investigations w ere designed to answer
the five central questions o f this research and to establish how collaboration is viewed on
a continuum across the three schools.
Tw o m ajor themes surround the three categories o f this research. These themes 1)
involve the schools’ perspectives on collaborative literacy learning and 2) reflect the
teachers’ self perceptions and perceptions o f others as learners and learning leaders. Two
m ain strands run through and envelop these tw o themes: 1) the traditional learning
culture o f schools and 2) the notion of self-efficacy.
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Qualitative A nalysis o f Data
This section provides the responses o f the participants from Landm ark, Covey,
and Farsey and answers the five research questions.
“ 1. W hat are the characteristics that define a learning com m unity related to
literacy learning and literacy learning leadership in three Title I Schools?”
In an effort to look at the participants’ responses to answer question 1, the
following discussion focuses on the support and constraint of collaborative learning
among the teachers in these schools. Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 provide details o f the
participants’ responses. Conclusions are drawn from these com ments and are further
discussed in C hapter 5. Table 4.1 indicates areas o f high agreement am ong the three
schools.

Table 4.1

Supportive C haracteristics o f Collaboration:
High Agreement

Landmark

Covey

Farsey

Frank Mary Sue

Rose

Tina

Lucy

Helen Jesse

Lona

Positive Perceptions
■ E ncourages N eed to Learn X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

■ R espects Others' Expertise X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

■ Im proves Learning
(V ision)
■ Supports N on-T hreatening
Learning Environment
R eciprocity in Learning /
Learning Leadership

• Im proves Teaching
Practices

X

X
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Table 4.1 explains high consensus am ong all schools indicating that collaboration
is successful when m aintaining positive perceptions of collaboration. These perceptions
are supported by m aintaining a vision of success in learning within a supportive learning
environm ent. The three schools also believed establishing reciprocity in learning and
learning leadership through respect of other collaborators’ expertise and the belief in
im proving teaching practices were necessary to support collaboration. A Landm ark
participant stated, “C ollaboration helps us share what we know about literacy teaching.
This is good because our jo b is to help the kids.” The literacy specialist at Landm ark
agreed by noting, “C ollaboration is im portant because it gives us the opportunity to share
our expertise about literacy. M any hands m ake light w ork.” One Covey respondent
explained, “Collaboration makes our teaching stronger. Table 4.1 reflects a collaborative
learning culture in the three schools. H owever, exam ination o f the data in Table 4.2
reflects a less positive view.
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T ab le 4 .2

Supportive C haracteristics o f C ollaboration:
M ediu m A greem ent

Landmark

Covey

Frank Mary Sue

Rose

Tina

Lucy

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

• C om m unicates E ffectively X

X

X

X

X

■ D isplays Flexibility

X

X

■ Exhibits Rapport

X

X

X

X

■ M aintains Trust

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Im portance in Learning

X

X

X

X

X

X

■ A ccep ts H elp as Support

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Farsey
Helen Jesse

Lona

P ositive P erceptions
• L ov es Learning

X

• D em onstrates W illingness
to Learn

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

■ M aintains F ocu sed
D irection in Learning

X

■ A dm its S u ccesses and
W eaknesses

X

X

Teachers' A utonom y and Self
Efficacy
■ Supports Self-C onfidence
R eciprocity in Learning /
Learning Leadership
■ R eco g n izes Others'

■ C om plem ents Teaching
Practices
• S u g g ests Professional
D evelopm ent

X
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X

M edium consensus in Table 4.2 reflects Landmark as highly collaborative, Covey
as m oderately collaborative, and Farsey as non-collaborative. Landm ark recognized the
need for professional developm ent and believed effective com munication are supportive
to collaboration. A Landm ark participant stated, “Professional developm ent in literacy is
im portant because w e’re always grow ing as learners.” Covey acknowledged others’
importance in learning as well as accepting help as support and not criticism as important
to collaboration. Farsey indicated collaboration com plements teachers’ teaching
practices, yet these participants refrained from discussing the need for interactive
learning. Analyzing the data vertically confirm s Landm ark’s strong understanding o f the
characteristics defining a collaborative learning. Covey has a m oderate understanding
and Farsey reflects a w eak understanding. W hile this table reflects a continuum of
collaboration. Table 4.3 provides inform ation that clearly separates the three schools’
perceptions of these support characteristics.
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T able 4 .3

Supportive C haracteristics o f C ollaboration:
L ow A greem ent

Landmark

Covey

Frank M ary Sue

Rose

Farsey
Tina

Lucy

Helen Jesse

Lona

X

X

P ositive P erceptions
• R eco g n izes Learning

X

X

X

■ Shares Sam e Teaching
Philosophies

X

X

X

• R eceives Administrators'
G uidance

X

X

■ Maintains C lo se Proximity
o f C lassroom A ssignm ents
■ Facilitates Grade C hanges

X

• C om prom ises

X

X
X

R eciprocity in Learning /
Learning Leadership
■ A void s Trial and Error
X

Learning

X

X

Low consensus in Table 4.3 indicates only Landm ark recognized that the need for
continued learning supports collaboration. The participants from Covey and Farsey
focused on conditions o f convenience as supportive to collaboration. These weak
characteristics included the avoidance o f trial and error learning and close proxim ity of
classroom s. C ovey and Farsey ignored the fact that learning is recursive and socially
constructed. These beliefs begin to separate Covey and Farsey as less collaborative than
Landm ark. In Tables 4.2 and 4.3, Landm ark steps out as a strong collaborative learning
culture. Landm ark realized the need and willingness to learn, flexibility, and accepting
help as support and not criticism are necessary for collaborative learning. In reviewing
these three tables, several characteristics stand out and are more relevant and m ajor in
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supporting collaboration than some o f the m inor supports. These include: 1) the
w illingness to pursue professional developm ent in literacy, 2) a non-threatening learning
environm ent, 3) com m unicating with others, 4) respecting the expertise o f others, and 5)
sharing the same teaching philosophies. In considering these five characteristics, a
pattern of strong collaboration in Landm ark begins to emerge.
The social process o f learning is com plex because it has many challenges (Little,
1982). Constraints resulted from threats to self-efficacy in one’s craft and the negative
influences o f the traditional culture o f learning. The com plaints by Landmark, Covey,
and Farsey explained these constraints and are indicated in Table 4.4.
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T able 4 .4

C onstraining C haracteristics o f C ollaborative Learning:
H igh, M edium , and L ow A greem ent

c

sz

(U
c

Landm ark

Covey

Frank M ary Sue

Rose

Farsey
Tina

Lucy

Helen Jesse

Lona

Threats to SelfEfficacy
• D isplays

X

a

Personality

<

D ifferences

x

x

x

x

x

X

X

X

X

■ Prefers Isolation

X

X

X

X

• L acks Time

X

x

x

x

x

Threats to SelfEfficacy
■ Interprets Others'

c

(U
E
<u
F
on

<

tD

Statem ents
N egatively

X

X

Influences o f the
Traditional Culture
o f Learning

I
X

X

X

X

N egative
Perceptions
Collaboration
X

R ecycles Ideas
Threats to Self-

c
(U
E
E

on

<

o

Efficacy
N eed s to Appear
K now ledgeable

X

X

X

M aintains N o

X

Plan for Learning

X

X

P o ssesses K now X

It-A ll A ttitude
E xperiences
N egative

X

X

Interactions
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High consensus indicates personality differences constrain collaboration.
M oderate agreem ent focused on threats to self-efficacy resulting from negative
interpretations o f others’ statements and teachers’ preferences for learning in isolation.
The area o f low agreem ent begins to reflect Farsey as a non-collaborative learning
culture. Farsey indicated the recycling o f ideas in collaboration and the lack o f time were
constraining to collaboration. These perceptions ignore the fact that collaboration
involves recycling o f ideas because learning is recursive Although all participants
recognized constraints to collaborative learning, Farsey focused on these additional
constraints.
The belief in collaboration as a tool to meet teaching needs determines how
collaborative learning is used. The next research question focuses on supports and
constraints to collaboration as a learning tool.
“2. W hat characteristics define collaboration as a learning tool in the learning
com m unities o f these Title I Schools?”
Collaborative learning cultures in schools strengthen teachers’ literacy teaching
practices and im prove students’ literacy learning achievem ent (Fullan, 2001). In an effort
to look at the participants’ responses to answ er question 2, the following discussion
focuses on the use o f collaboration to im prove literacy teaching in the three schools.
Tables 4.5 and 4.6 provide details o f the participants’ responses. Conclusions are drawn
from these com m ents and are further discussed in Chapter 5. Table 4.5 indicates the
participants’ responses supporting collaboration as a learning tool.
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T able 4 .5

U s e o f C ollaboration as a Learning T ool:
H igh and L ow A greem ent

Landmark

Covey

Farsey

Frank Mary Sue

Rose

Tina

Lucy

Helen Jesse

Lona

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

R eciprocity in
Learning / Learning
Leadership

c
d)
E
(U
R
<

■ C onducts
Informally Daily
and W eekly
• Periodic Inservices

sz

are M ore Formal

X

■ M eets T eaching and

M

Learning N eed s
• Incorporates U sual
T eaching Strategies
R eciprocity in
Learning / Learning
Leadership
■ Learns by
O bserving
C olleagu es
■ Learns Through
Frequent D iscu ssion
• E ngages in

1

R eflection
■ B eliev es in

<

Im portance o f
N etw ork in g with
Others
■ A ccep ts that
E xchange o f
Learning and
Learning
Leadership R oles
■ A pplies N ew
T eaching Practices
and Strategies
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Table 4.5 indicates all schools used collaboration as a learning tool to meet their
teaching and learning needs. Powerful collaborative learning relies on the following
factors: 1) observation, 2) discussion, 3) reflection, 4) accepting and exchanging learning
leadership roles, and 5) applying new teaching strategies. A close analysis of the data
indicates only Landm ark discussed the im portance o f learning through these methods. A
vertical analysis of the data also indicates Landm ark is know ledgeable about the
importance of networking with peers. One participant stated, “W e all need to work as a
team .” This data reaffirm s L andm ark’s highly collaborative learning culture. Although
one participant from Covey agreed with Landm ark, both Covey and Farsey reflected a
weak understanding o f how to engage in collaborative learning to improve their literacy
learning and teaching. C ovey m aintains a status o f being mildly collaborative, and
Farsey continues to exem plify a non-collaborative learning culture. Table 4.5 also
indicates only areas o f high and low agreem ent causing an anom aly in the data.
Constraints in using collaboration as a learning tool result from the negative
influences o f the traditional culture o f learning as well as threats to self-efficacy in one’s
craft as literacy learner and literacy learning leader (Little, 1982). Table 4.6 reflects such
constraints based on the responses o f the participants.
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T able 4 .6

Constraints to U se o f C ollaboration as a Learning T ool:
H igh. M edium , and L ow A greem ent

Landmark

Covey

Frank M ary Sue

Rose

Farsey
Tina

Lucy

Helen Jesse

Lona

Ttireats to SelfE tficacy
• Fears Change

u
E
<u
E
bX)

<

_c

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

T eachers Routine X
Teaching

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Traditional Culture
o f Learning
■ R elies on
C lassroom

Practices
T raditional Culture
o f Learning

if

■ Im poses
Adm inistrative

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

D em ands
Traditional Culture
o f Learning
■ Prefers Passive
c

<u

e

X

Learning

o

X

L acks
C om m unication

<

X

w ith Literacy

X

X

X

Specialist
E nrolls Large
N um tiers o f
Students in
C lassroom s

The areas o f m edium and low agreement in Table 4.6 revealed Covey and Farsey
focused m ore heavily on constraints to collaboration than Landm ark. Fxam ples of
C ovey’s and F arsey’s com plaints were teachers’ preferences for passive learning and
crow ded classroom s. Significant constraints to collaboration include: 1) the fear of
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change and 2) the reliance on prior teaching strategies. The data in Table 4.6 reflects
Landm ark as m ore realistic about the lim its o f collaborative learning than Covey and
Farsey. In addition, a vertical analysis illustrates Covey and Farsey were more concerned
about constraints to the use of collaboration than Landmark.
The literacy specialist also influences teachers’ use o f collaboration as a learning
tool. The literacy specialist is im portant in strengthening reciprocity in learning and
learning leadership in collaborative literacy learning com m unities (Bean, 2004).
Research questions three and four focus on the leadership style and role o f the literacy
specialist in these com m unities. The leadership style and role o f the literacy specialist
play a central role in shaping the collaborative clim ate o f the school.
“3. W hat are teachers’ perceptions o f the literacy specialist’s leadership style as it
affects collaboration in the schools’ learning com m unities?”
In an effort to look at the schools’ perceptions to answer question 3, the following
discussion focuses on the teachers’ perceptions o f the supports and constraints to the
literacy specialist’s leadership style affecting collaboration in literacy learning
com munities. Tables 4.7 and 4.8 provide details o f the schools’ responses. Conclusions
are drawn from these com m ents and are further discussed in Chapter 5. Table 4.7 reflects
the participants’ responses concerning support o f the literacy specialist’s leadership style.
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T able 4 .7

S u pport o f T eachers' Perceptions o f L iteracy S pecialists' Leadership Style:
H igh. M ediu m , and L ow A greem ent

Landmark

Covey

Frank Mary Sue

Rose

Tina

Lucy

Helen Jesse

Lona

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Farsey

C lassroom T eachers’
Positive Perceptions
■ A cts as Literacy
Learning Leader
• D em onstrates

c
lU
E
(U
E
<

Skillfulness as
Literacy Learning
Leader
■ M aintains Highly
P rofessional Style

E

■ D em onstrates
K n ow led ge A bout
Literacy
■ P o ssesses
Personable
Leadership Style
C lassroom Teachers'
Positive Perceptions

c
(U
E
<
u
u

■ C om m unicates
E ffectively
■ D em onstrates Trust

<

E
.S
■5

X

X

■ P o sse sse s Favorable
C lassroom

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Reputation
■ A cts as Literacy
Learner

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

C lassroom Teachers'

c
(U
E
1
<

o
E

Positive Perceptions
• D em onstrates
E xpertise A bout

X

Literacy
■ P o ssesses Passion
for Literacy
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T able 4 .7

Support o f T eachers' P erceptions o f Literacy S pecialists' Leadership Style:
H igh. M ediu m , and L ow A greem ent
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Table 4.7 indicates teachers’ positive perceptions and perspectives of the literacy
specialist’s leadership style are supportive to the literacy specialist. Significant
characteristics to support the leadership style o f the literacy specialist include: 1) acting
as a literacy learner and literacy learning leader, 2) m aintaining a highly professional
leadership style, 3) com m unicating effectively, 4) dem onstrating expertise about literacy,
and 5) acting as a team w orker in the learning com munity. The data again suggest a
continuum o f collaboration. W hile all schools focused on some o f these points. Landmark
believed all o f these characteristics were necessary to support the literacy specialist. A
review o f the data reaffirm s Landm ark as a highly collaborative learning culture. Only
Landm ark believed the influence o f the literacy specialist’s passion for literacy learning,
com m unication, and a team w ork learning effort supports the literacy specialist’s
leadership style. Farsey again reflects a non-collaborative learning culture by indicating
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maintaining minimal presence in classroom s and no collaboration with teachers
supported the literacy specialist’s leadership style. These actions are more constraining
than supportive to powerful collaboration. A vertical analysis o f the data reflects
C ovey’s moderate collaborative nature because Covey did not discuss the need for the
literacy specialist to act as a team w orker or team learner in the literacy learning
community.
The schools’ negative perceptions o f the literacy specialist’s leadership style
constrain perceptions o f this leadership style. Table 4.8 lists the constraints to cause
these negative perceptions.
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Table 4.8 indicates high consensus concerning constraints to the literacy
specialist’s leadership style focused on the literacy specialist’s lack o f professionalism .
M edium consensus indicates an inactive or irresponsible learning leadership style and
authoritarian attitudes constrain the literacy specialist. Low consensus reflects the
disinterest in literacy learning and a low level o f trust constrain the literacy specialist’s
learning leadership style. Landm ark realized a strong collaborative learning com m unity
relies on the supportive and responsible leadership style o f the literacy specialist. All
Landm ark participants agreed the lack o f interest and inactivity as learning leader
constrain the literacy specialist’s leadership style and the learning com m unity. A vertical
analysis o f the data in the area o f low agreement reflect the fact that Landm ark is very
know ledgeable about constraints to teachers’ perceptions o f the literacy specialist’s
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leadership style. Covey is m oderately aware o f these constraints and Farsey is unaw are
o f most constraints. These levels o f aw areness are indicative o f each school’s
understanding o f the im portance o f the role o f the literacy specialist in collaborative
learning.
The literacy specialist is the catalyst to strengthen reciprocity in learning and
learning leadership in collaborative literacy learning com munities (Bean, 2004).
Question 4 explains the schools’ perceptions o f the literacy specialist as literacy learning
leader.
“4. How do the teachers’ perceptions o f the literacy specialist’s role as literacy
learning leader influence the collaborative learning culture in the three schools?”
In an effort to look at the schools’ responses to answer question 4, the following
discussion focuses on the supportive and constraining characteristics of the literacy
specialist as literacy learning leader w ithin collaborative literacy learning com munities.
Tables 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 provide details o f the participants’ responses. Conclusions are
drawn from these com m ents and are further discussed in Chapter 5. Table 4.9 indicates
high and medium agreem ent concerning the support o f the literacy specialist as literacy
learning leader.
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T able 4 .9
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The data in Table 4.9 dem onstrate that each school had different expectations of
the literacy specialist as literacy learning leader. Landm ark considered this role to be
shared between the literacy specialist and teachers. These participants explained the
literacy specialist was im portant in strengthening reciprocity in learning and learning
leadership. M ost participants from Covey and Farsey favored the literacy specialist
working in isolation away from the classroom teachers, for example, working with
students in pull-out reading groups. W hile Covey and Farsey considered this role to be
supportive to the literacy specialist, working away from teachers constrains the literacy
specialist as literacy learning leader. The im portant supportive characteristics to the role
o f the literacy specialist as literacy learning leader include: 1) dem onstrating literacy
knowledge, 2) acting as a co-learner with teachers, 3) inform ing teachers about literacy
research and resources, and 4) encouraging professional developm ent in literacy. A
consideration o f these factors reaffirm s Landm ark’s highly collaborative culture because
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Landm ark recognized the im portance of these characteristics. Covey is reaffirm ed as
m ildly collaborative because the Covey participants focused on the literacy specialist in a
role that supported a top-down approach to learning. The data again reinforces Farsey’s
non-collaborative culture. Farsey not only expressed their disinterest in collaborative
learning with the literacy specialist, a vertical analysis o f the data reflects Farsey’s weak
understanding of supportive factors to the literacy specialist as literacy learning leader.
The continuum o f collaboration also is reflected in the area o f low agreement in Table
4.10.
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Table 4.10 indicates Landm ark recognized the literacy specialist as the catalyst to
strengthen teachers as literacy learners and literacy learning leaders. M ost participants
from Landm ark agreed the literacy specialist benefits teachers as literacy learners and
literacy learning leaders by strengthening teachers as literacy learners and learning
leaders, utilizing feedback from teachers, and w orking with teachers in classrooms. The
data from Covey reflects different perspectives. C ovey teachers’ belief in a top-down
approach to learning portray the literacy specialist em erging as the literacy learning
leader and the classroom teachers as passive learning recipients. Farsey’s disinterest in
collaboration with the literacy specialist was evident by their suggestions for minimal
collaboration with a “h an d s-o ff’ or cautious approach toward teachers. Farsey’s beliefs
about support to the literacy specialist as the literacy learning leader are more
constraining than supportive. The data continue to reflect the continuum o f collaboration
among the three schools by providing clear evidence o f Landm ark’s highly collaborative
nature, C ovey’s m oderately collaborative environm ent, and Farsey’s non-collaborative
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environm ent. In addition to these constraints, other constraints to the literacy specialist
as literacy learning leader are reflected in Table 4.11 that follows.
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Table 4.11 indicates all schools believed that the lack o f professionalism
constrained the literacy specialist as literacy learning leader. The data clarify that each
school focused on particular constraints. Landm ark School targeted the literacy
specialist’s disinterest in literacy and literacy learning leadership and Covey School
focused on the literacy specialist’s lack o f literacy expertise. Farsey concentrated on the
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lack o f com m unication with classroom teachers about literacy learning. The responses
from Landm ark, Covey and Farsey participants reaffirm the continuum o f collaboration.
The m ajor constraints to the literacy specialist as literacy learning leader include: 1) the
lack o f professionalism and literacy expertise, 2) inactivity in the leadership role, and 3)
disinterest in literacy learning and literacy learning leadership. By recognizing all these
constraints. Landm ark understood the literacy specialist was vital to their collaborative
learning com m unity.
The responses from Landm ark, Covey and Farsey participants reaffirm the
continuum o f collaboration. L andm ark’s literacy specialist stated, “The literacy specialist
must be a professional w ho is interested in learning about literacy and acting as a leader
o f learning. The literacy specialist also inspires others to be learners and learning
leaders.” C ovey’s m ild collaborative learning culture was reflected by their literacy
specialist’s need for a support group for collaboration. This participant stated, “M any
times an in-road or support group is necessary to support collaboration around here.” The
beliefs o f tw o Farsey participants strengthen Farsey as a non-collaborative school. In
Table 4.7 one teacher represents a contradiction. In Table 4.11 Farsey believed the lack
o f collaboration about literacy constrained the literacy specialist; however, in Table 4.7
Farsey explained the literacy specialist was supported by not engaging in literacy
collaboration with teachers. F arsey’s literacy specialist admitted not acting as a literacy
learning leader and not interested in changing her usual practices.

In addition, one

Farsey teacher’s b elief in a cautious approach tow ard teachers as a support m irrored their
disinterest in collaborative learning. These statem ents reaffirm Farsey’s non-
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collaborative learning culture. The areas o f high and m edium agreement reflect more
collective agreem ent w ithin each school than low agreement.
The classroom teacher as literacy learning leader supports collaborative literacy
learning com m unities (Sweeney, 2003). Research question 5 explains the schools’
perceptions o f the classroom teacher as learning leader influence the schools’
collaborative learning environm ent.
“5. W hat are the teachers’ perceptions o f the classroom teacher as literacy learning
leader and how do these perceptions influence collaboration in their schools?”
In an effort to look at the participants’ responses to answer question 5, the
following discussion focuses on the classroom teacher as literacy learning leader. Tables
4.12, 4.13, and 4.14 contain the data o f the participants’ responses. Conclusions are
drawn from these data and are further discussed in C hapter 5. Table 4.12 indicates areas
o f high agreement and m edium agreem ent concerning support to the classroom teacher as
literacy learning leader in Title 1 Schools. Table 4.13 explains the area o f low
agreement.
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High agreem ent in Table 4.12 indicates all participants agreed the classroom
teacher is supported as literacy learning leader through the willingness to accept this role.
M edium agreem ent reflects the fact that Landm ark and Covey believed the classroom
teacher is supported by efforts to develop reciprocity in learning and learning leadership
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also are supportive.

Farsey did not agree with this point. In addition, a vertical analysis

o f the data reflects F arsey's lack o f understanding o f supportive factors to classroom
teachers as literacy learning leaders. Although Table 4.12 confirms F arsey’s noncollaborative learning environm ent, this table is not strongly reflective o f the continuum
o f collaboration. H ow ever, low agreem ent in Table 4.13 is reflective o f the continuum
with Landm ark as highly collaborative, Covey as mildly collaborative, and Farsey as
non-collaborative. Table 4.13 reflects low agreement.
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Table 4.13 indicates that each school believed the classroom teacher was
supported as literacy learning leader for different reasons. Landm ark focused on acting
as a learner and learning leader among colleagues to benefit and strengthen the literacy
learning com m unity. Covey dem onstrated the need to support self-efficacy by having
good rapport with colleagues and by being strategic in planning inservices for teachers.
Farsey focused on external m otivation such as pursuing career plans and desiring
notoriety. Table 4.13 dem onstrates Landm ark realized the im portance o f supporting
reciprocity in learning and learning leadership in a learning com munity. W hile Covey
continued to view the role o f learning leadership as a top-down approach, Farsey focused
on accepting learning leadership roles for self-serving reasons. The m ajor supportive
characteristics to the classroom teacher as literacy learning leader in Tables 4.12 and 4.13
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include: 1) the willingness to assume learning leadership roles, 2) possessing knowledge
about literacy, 3) im plem enting and aligning new learning in literacy teaching practices,
4) developing reciprocity in learning and learning and learning leadership, and 5)
modeling the interest in professional developm ent in literacy. Landm ark recognized all
these factors as supportive to the classroom teacher learning leader. Covey did not
indicate that the interest in professional developm ent was important. Farsey focused on
the w illingness to assume learning leadership roles for external reasons such as notoriety
and dysfunctionalism . In consideration o f the data, the continuum o f collaboration
am ong the three schools is again reflected.
C onstraints to the classroom teacher as literacy learning leader among their peers
within collaborative literacy learning com m unities discourage classroom teachers from
assum ing these roles. These constraints result from threats to self-efficacy and negative
influences o f the traditional culture o f learning (Barth, 1990). Table 4.14 lists these
constraints.
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The data in Table 4.14 do not indicate high consensus or collective agreement
from each school on any constraints to classroom teachers’ literacy learning leadership
roles. M edium consensus focuses on teachers’ threats to self-efficacy in their craft
resulting from personality clashes and teachers’ lack o f knowledge about literacy learning
and teaching. Low agreem ent is significant because this area indicates threats to selfefficacy and the influences o f the traditional culture of learning constrain classroom
teachers learning leadership roles in Title 1 Schools. These constraints included the lack
o f self-confidence and preferences to conform as followers and not as leaders.
Table 4.14 reveals extrem es in the data. Landm ark reflected collective agreem ent
in many categories such as personality clashes, lacking self-confidence, preferences for
isolation, and the lack o f time. Covey expressed moderate agreement. This school
explained teachers’ avoidance o f learning leadership responsibilities and teachers’
preferences for conform ity as followers constrain teachers’ learning leadership roles.
Farsey School had very little, if any, agreement. Some participants at Farsey agreed
teachers’ lack o f the “expert” label constrained these roles.
Important constraining factors to the classroom teacher as literacy learning leader
include: 1) teachers’ personality clashes, 2) the lack o f literacy knowledge, 3) the lack o f
self-confidence, 4) teachers’ preferences for isolation, and 5) the lack o f time. The data
indicate that Landm ark possessed an understanding o f the factors that interfere with the
success o f teachers’ learning leadership roles. Covey exhibited a weak understanding
and Farsey dem onstrated no understanding of constraining factors to classroom teachers’
learning leadership roles. F arsey’s lack o f understanding o f these factors was indicated
by a horizontal and vertical exam ination o f the data. Literacy learning com m unities
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cannot be effective when the balance of reciprocity in learning and learning leadership is
threatened by a w eak understanding o f the importance o f teachers’ learning leadership
roles (Rosenholtz, 1991). Consideration o f the data confirm s Landm ark as a highly
collaborative learning culture, C ovey as a moderately collaborative learning culture, and
Farsey as a non-collaborative literacy learning culture.
The following section discusses the key points made throughout this chapter. The
discussion focuses on the influences o f collaborative learning com m unities and the
traditional culture o f learning on teachers’ literacy learning and literacy teaching
practices. The sum m ary also preview s the discussion in Chapter 5.

Summary
M any learning theorists agree learning is a social process because people learn
within a socially constructed context (Dewey, 1916, 1938; V ygotsky, 1978). Improving
schools from within is possible through effective learning com m unities because students’
literacy learning im proves when teaching practices are strengthened. These conditions
contribute to classroom teachers’ self-efficacy in their craft as literacy learners and
literacy learning leaders (Rosenholtz, 1991).
A continuum o f collaboration among the three schools was evident throughout the
data. Landm ark is highly collaborative because it expressed an understanding o f ways to
maintain a collaborative learning culture in their school. Landm ark realized collaborative
learning com m unities becom e effective by m aintaining a vision o f learning through a
team w ork effort in learning and through the acceptance o f responsibilities to support
reciprocity in learning and learning leadership. Landm ark’s teachers acted as learners
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and learning leaders through extended professional development and frequent dialogue
with colleagues.
Covey reflects a moderately collaborative learning culture because this school had
a w eak understanding that networking with colleagues and seeking professional
developm ent in literacy are necessary to support collaborative literacy learning
com m unities. Farsey exhibits a non-collaborative learning culture. Although this school
indicated collaboration in a supportive learning environm ent im proves literacy learning
and teaching, the participants did not recognize the need to learn with colleagues. M ost
participants did not view professional developm ent as important to their learning or a
com m unity o f learners.
The continuum of collaboration also is reflected through the schools’ beliefs
about the role of literacy learning leadership. The literacy specialist is the catalyst
strengthening the learning com m unity as pow erful literacy learners and literacy learning
leaders (Lyons and Pinnell, 2001). Powerful learners becom e effective learning leaders
and effective learning leaders becom e pow erful learners (W asley, 1991). Landm ark
recognized the im portance of the literacy specialist as the central force in their learning
com m unity by setting the exam ple o f literacy learner and literacy learning leader. These
actions encourage classroom teachers to accept these roles to strengthen reciprocity in
learning and learning leadership. The participants at Landmark realized the exchange of
these roles is possible through effective feedback between the literacy specialist and
classroom teachers.
Covey responded with a weak understanding o f the im portance o f literacy
learning leadership and how this leadership supports reciprocity in learning and learning
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leadership. M ost C ovey participants recognized the literacy specialist as the literacy
learning leader and classroom teachers as passive learning recipients. Although these
participants view ed the literacy specialist as a co-learner, none o f these participants
understood that the literacy specialist strengthens the entire com munity as learners and
learning leaders. In addition, these Covey respondents were concerned with constraints
to teachers’ literacy learning leadership roles due to criticism and the need to conform as
followers and not leaders.
The noncollaborative model established by Farsey ignores reciprocity in learning
and learning leadership and is nonexistent in their non-collaborative learning culture.
Farsey did not support the literacy specialist as literacy learning leader and viewed this
leadership as an obstacle for teachers. These participants did not favor interactive
learning and preferred to rely on their classroom teaching experience. Since Farsey did
not value collaborative learning, these participants believed classroom teachers accepted
literacy learning leadership roles for self-serving reasons and not to support learning or
learning leadership.
The discussion o f these three schools and the models of their collaborative
learning cultures are expanded in C hapter 5. The five research questions o f this study are
used as a fram ew ork for the discussion in Chapter 5. This chapter begins with a brief
statement about the purpose o f this study and discusses the participants’ responses to
each of the five research questions. Particular attention is paid to answering each o f these
questions. This discussion focuses on the influences o f collaborative literacy learning
com m unities and the traditional culture o f learning in schools on teaching practices.
Conclusions and recom m endations are made and are based on the im plications provided
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by these data. These conclusions and recom m endations are tied to school reform efforts.
Reference to research supports this discussion. Recom m endations for further study also
are made and focus on strengthening collaborative literacy learning and literacy learning
leadership efforts in schools. Chapter 5 concludes with a strong statem ent o f affirmation
about the im portance o f this research and how the m odels of the three schools lead to
positive change to establish collaborative learning cultures in schools.
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CHAPTER 5

SUM M A RY , CO NCLUSIONS, AND RECO M M END A TIO NS
The purpose o f this study was to exam ine the supports and constraints to
collaborative literacy learning com m unities in three Title I Schools. C hapter 5 addresses
each of the five focus questions o f this research. Particular attention is paid to answer
each question. References to research are used as support for this discussion. The five
focus questions o f this study are;
1. W hat are the characteristics that define a learning com m unity related to literacy
learning and literacy learning leadership in three Title I Schools?
2. W hat characteristics define collaboration as a learning tool in the learning
com m unities o f these Title I Schools?
3. W hat are teachers’ perceptions o f the literacy specialist’s leadership style as it
affects collaboration in the schools’ learning com m unities?
4. How do the teachers’ perceptions of the literacy specialist’s role as literacy
learning leader influence the collaborative learning culture in the three schools?
5. W hat are the teachers’ perceptions o f the classroom teacher as literacy learning
leader and how do these perceptions influence collaboration in their schools?
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The first question, “W hat are the characteristics that define a learning com m unity
related to literacy learning and literacy learning leadership in three Title I Schools?”
focused specifically on the characteristics that define a learning com munity. Positive
perceptions o f collaboration support collaborative learning. These perceptions included:
a) the need and w illingness to learn, b) m aintaining a vision of learning success, c) a
supportive learning environm ent, d) respect o f others’ expertise, and e) com munication.
Obstacles to collaborative learning are reflected, in part, in data that indicate
negative perceptions o f collaborative learning that, in turn, constrain collaboration. The
data indicated negative perceptions o f collaborative learning constrain collaboration.
N egative characteristics that interfered with collaborative learning resulted from a)
personality differences, b) negative interpretations o f others’ statements, c) preferences
for learning in isolation, d) the lack o f time, and e) recycled ideas.
The next question, “W hat characteristics define collaboration as a learning tool in
the learning com m unities o f these Title I Schools?” was asked to determ ine how
collaboration was used in the literacy learning com m unity of each school. The results of
the research indicated all participants used collaboration about literacy as a learning tool
because collaborative learning met their teaching and learning needs. Closer exam ination
o f these data, however, yielded different results that will be explained in the discussion
section o f Chapter 5. Landm ark, Covey, and Farsey agreed fear o f change and a reliance
on patterns o f conservative thinking constrained the use o f collaboration as a learning
tool. Additional constraints included: a) adm inistrators’ imposed dem ands and b)
teachers’ preferences for passive learning.
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In an effort to continue to understand the com plexities o f collaborative learning
and how literacy learning leaders shape perceptions o f collaboration, question 3 asked,
“W hat are teachers’ perceptions o f the literacy specialist’s leadership style as it affects
collaboration in the schools’ learning com m unities?” Teachers’ perceptions o f the
literacy specialist’s learning leadership style influence the school’s collaborative learning
culture. The schools, identified as “Landm ark” , “Covey” , and “Farsey” indicated the
following supportive factors o f this leadership style; a) acting and dem onstrating
skillfulness as a literacy learning leader, b) m aintaining a highly professional and
personable leadership style, and c) dem onstrating knowledge about literacy. The
constraints to this leadership style included: a) the literacy specialist’s lack of
professionalism , b) authoritarian attitudes, and c) inactivity as literacy learning leader.
The literacy specialist has an important role as literacy learning leader (Bean,
2001, 2004). Question 4 was asked to understand how teachers’ perceptions o f the
literacy specialist as literacy learning leader influence the collaborative learning culture
in their school. The fourth question asked, “How do the teachers’ perceptions o f the
literacy specialist’s role as literacy learning leader influence the collaborative learning
culture in the three schools?” The data indicated Landm ark, Covey, and Farsey agreed
the literacy specialist is supported as learning leader by the following: a) dem onstrating
literacy know ledge, b) m odeling as an active learner, c) relaying inform ation about
literacy research and resources, and d) working with students in pull-out reading groups.
The three schools indicated the constraints to this learning leadership included: a)
exhibiting a lack o f professionalism , b) possessing a poor prior reputation as a classroom
teacher, and c) teachers’ preferences for learning in isolation. In addition to the literacy
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specialist as learning leader, the classroom teachers also is im portant as a literacy
learning leader within the literacy learning com m unity (W asley, 1991). Question 5
exam ined how the teachers’ perceptions o f the classroom teacher as literacy learning
leader influenced their school’s collaborative literacy learning com munity.
The fifth question asked, “W hat are the teachers’ perceptions of the classroom
teacher as literacy learning leader and how do these perceptions influence collaboration
in their literacy learning com m unity? All schools believed the w illingness to accept the
role o f literacy learning leader was vital for the support of the classroom teacher as
learning leader. A dditional supportive factors included; a) acting as a literacy learning
leader on the side, b) possessing know ledge about literacy, c) im plem enting and aligning
new learning in literacy teaching practices, and d) helping to develop reciprocity in
learning and learning leadership. The data reflected constraints o f teachers’ literacy
learning leadership roles resulted from the following: a) personality clashes among
colleagues, b) the lack o f literacy knowledge, c) criticism , d) conform ity as follower and
not leader, and g) preferences for learning in isolation.
Analysis o f the responses to these five questions indicated positive influences of
collaborative learning cultures and support to o n e’s self-efficacy as literacy learners and
literacy learning leaders support collaborative literacy learning com munities. Negative
influences o f the traditional culture o f learning in schools and threats to self-efficacy in
one’s craft are constraints in these com m unities. The data reflect a continuum o f
collaboration across the three schools as a result o f these influences. Each school typified
a distinct collaborative learning culture. Landm ark exhibited a highly collaborative
literacy learning culture, Covey reflected a m oderately collaborative culture, and Farsey
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dem onstrated a non-collaborative learning culture. The following section discusses the
collaborative learning culture in each school.

D iscussion o f Results
In this discussion, the tables in C hapter 4 serve as the evidence for the judgm ents
made. These points are supported by the teachers and literacy specialists as they shared
common experiences and in areas w here they held differing views.
1. W hat are the characteristics that define a learning com m unity related to literacy
learning and literacy learning leadership in three Title I Schools?
The characteristics defining the learning com m unities in the three schools
included: a) a shared vision o f learning success for teachers and students, b) reciprocity
in learning and learning leadership, and c) a non-threatening learning environm ent. The
data is reinforced by the evidence o f high agreem ent in Table 4.1, medium agreement in
Table 4.2, and low agreement in Table 4.3 in C hapter 4.
Shared Vision o f Learning Success
A shared vision of learning success relies on the joint agency o f all school staff
members as well as initiatives to fashion collaborative efforts to honor and foster multiple
perspectives (Lyons and Pinnell, 2001). S tudents’ grow th in literacy learning and
teachers’ im provem ent in literacy learning and teaching are supported by sharing in a
vision o f learning im provement. The data explains the three schools indicated a vision of
effective learning com m unities was supported by a positive approach and the willingness
to collaborate. Landm ark’s engagem ent in interactive learning supported their vision as
well as their collaborative learning culture. A Landm ark participant stated, “If learning is
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good, it excites and reenergizes people to share information with others as well as try new
ideas.” A lthough C ovey recognized the im portance of others in learning and stated that
collaboration im proves teaching strategies, this school relied on their literacy know ledge,
teaching experiences, and routine teaching methods. However, this school believed
interactive learning involved a top-down approach in learning with the literacy specialist
as learning leader and the teachers as passive recipients. The data reflected Covey as a
m oderately collaborative learning culture. Farsey clearly reflected a non-collaborative
learning culture by expressing disinterest in collaborative learning. This school relied on
routing teaching m ethods and teaching experiences. A Farsey participant stated, “W hy
do we have to collaborate? W hy waste tim e? All we need to do is rely on w hat’s w orked
for us before.” Covey and Farsey indicated, however, the willingness to help other
teachers.
The Reciprocity o f Learning and Learning Leadership
Learning is a social process (Dewey, 1916, 1938). Reciprocity in learning and
learning leadership is strengthened when recognizing other learners as im portant in the
learning com munity. Landm ark believed, “One person’s strength is another’s w eakness.”
Learners becom e leaders and leaders becom e learners (Barth, 1990). The data explain
acting as active learners and learning leaders, com municating, exhibiting trust and
rapport support reciprocity and teachers’ self-efficacy as learners and learning leaders.
Landm ark realized reciprocity in learning was supported by the exchange o f learning and
learning leadership roles by the literacy specialist and the classroom teachers. This belief
supports their interest in collaborative learning. Covey was cautious about assum ing the
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role as learner and disregarded the learning leadership role. Farsey was disinterested in
either role.
A Supportive Learning Environm ent
Dewey (1916, 1938) and Vygotsky (1978) believed a supportive learning
environm ent is essential for grow th in learning. The schools indicated a non-threatening
learning context is a dem ocratic learning context because it provides opportunities to
adm it successes and weaknesses, com m unicate effectively, accept help as support and not
criticism, and make suggestions for professional developm ent. Covey explained, “A
learning com m unity is the place w here you can feel confident to go back and ask the
same question a second time and not feel em barrassed because no one will put you
down.” Although Covey realized collaborative learning is supportive to o n e’s selfefficacy in their craft, this school did not engage in collaboration. Landm ark realized the
efforts to maintain a supportive learning environm ent supported their learning com m unity
by strengthening all members as learners and learning leaders. Covey, however, was
preoccupied with the constraints to collaboration resulting from the threats o f a nonsupportive learning context. Farsey did not elaborate on constraints to collaboration
since this school did not support collaborative learning. The data reaffirm Landm ark’s
highly collaborative learning culture and Farsey’s non-collaborative culture.
In addition to a review o f the characteristics that define the learning com m unities
in these schools, the data reveal a num ber o f characteristics that interfered with or
constrained these learning com m unities. Landmark, Covey, and Farsey explained
collaborative learning was constrained by a) threats to teachers’ self-efficacy as literacy
learners and literacy teachers, b) negative perceptions of collaboration, and c) the
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traditional culture o f learning. The data is reinforced by the evidence o f high agreement,
medium agreement, and low agreem ent in Table 4.4 in Chapter 4.
Threats to Teachers’ Self-Efficacy as Literacy Learners and Literacy Teachers
The data reflect the schools’ collaborative learning cultures were constrained by
personality clashes, disorganization in learning, and the need to appear knowledgeable.
Landm ark stated, “People don’t like to hear th ey ’re not effective in what they do.” This
school recognized the fact that constraints to collaboration exist. However, Landmark
did not allow these constraints to interfere with their collaborative learning. The data
gives evidence to Landm ark’s collaborative learning community. Covey was
preoccupied with threats to self-efficacy as constraining to collaboration. These threats
strengthened Farsey’s disinterest in collaboration.
N egative Perceptions o f Collaboration
Teachers’ negative perceptions o f collaboration also constrained collaborative
learning communities. Farsey explained collaboration is not effective when ideas are
recycled. A participant stated, “O ff the bat I know many ideas do not work because I’ve
already seen those kinds of things fail in my classroom .” These beliefs ignore the
recursive nature o f learning and reaffirm the absence o f a collaborative learning
com m unity in this school.
Influences o f the Traditional Culture o f Learning
The data indicates Landm ark, Covey, and Farsey agreed conservative thinking,
learning in isolation, the lack o f time, and the top-dow n control o f learning in schools
constrain collaboration. These factors are characteristic o f the traditional culture of
learning. This culture discourages collaborative learning (Fullan, 2001). Top-down
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directives from adm inistrators leave little time and room for teachers’ collaborative input.
Although Landm ark acknow ledged the lack o f time as constraining to collaborative
learning, these teachers collaborated either during or after school hours. Their efforts
reflected their determ ination to strengthen their learning community. Covey and Farsey
concentrated heavily on these constraints.
2. W hat characteristics define collaboration as a learning tool in the learning
com m unities o f these Title I Schools?
The data reveals the three schools believe collaborative learning about literacy
improves teaching and learning needs. Landm ark, Covey, and Farsey also believed
incorporating routine teaching strategies supported their literacy teaching. Landm ark
depended on a team w ork learning effort by networking with colleagues through
observation, frequent discussion, and reflection. This school im plem ented and aligned
new learning into their literacy teaching. Landm ark also believed in exchanging learning
and learning leadership roles to strengthen their learning community. The data clearly
reflects L andm ark’s collaborative learning nature. Covey, however, dem onstrated more
o f a conservative approach to collaborative learning since this school was hesitant to
upset their usual teaching practices. This school needed the assurance that new teaching
strategies w ould be successful since they did not express interest in im plem enting and
aligning new ideas. Covey did not view change in their teaching as a journey in learning.
This school believed change was radical. Since Covey was m oderately collaborative,
these teachers hesitated to depend on collaboration as a learning tool. Farsey did not
believe their teaching needed to be changed or im proved since they were confident about
their teaching beliefs and methods. Since Farsey was non-collaborative, this school had
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no understanding o f how to im plem ent a collaborative learning community. These facts
again support Farsey’s non-collaborative learning culture. These points are reinforced
by the evidence of high agreement, medium agreem ent, and low agreement in Table 4.5
in Chapter 4.
In addition to a review o f the ways in w hich the schools’ use o f collaboration as a
learning tool defined their learning com m unities, the data reveal a number of constraining
characteristics that define their learning culture. T he constraints to collaboration as a
learning tool were caused by a) threats to teachers’ self-efficacy, b) teachers’ negative
perceptions, and c) the influences of the traditional culture o f learning. These points are
reinforced by the evidence o f high agreement, m edium agreement, and low agreement in
Table 4.6 in Chapter 4.
Threats to Self-Efficacy
Teachers need to have a sense o f self-efficacy in their craft as literacy learners and
literacy learning leaders (Rosenholtz, 1991). The data explain the schools’ fear o f change
upset their self-efficacy because their autonom y as learners and learning leaders was
threatened. However, Landm ark’s reliance on the literacy expertise o f their literacy
specialist cushioned the threats to their self-efficacy. Covey ignored their literacy
specialist’s expertise and preferred to rely on routine teaching practices. Additionally,
Covey did not express interest in im plem enting and aligning new ideas into their teaching
practices. Since these teachers hesitated to depend on collaboration as a learning tool,
Covey reaffirm ed its moderately collaborative learning culture. F arsey’s strict reliance
on learning in isolation away from colleagues shielded them from threats to their selfefficacy in their craft.
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The Traditional Culture of Learning in Schools
The traditional culture o f learning in schools constrains collaborative literacy
learning. Preferences to rely on passive learning and the top-down control o f education
are characteristic o f the school’s traditional culture o f learning (Lieberman, 1986).
Landm ark, Covey, and Farsey acknow ledged these constraints. Although Landm ark
realized these constraints existed, this school also realized the im portance o f shared
learning with colleagues. This school focused on welcom ing new com ers to their learning
com munity. Only Landm ark realized collaborative learning is im portant regardless of its
constraints. Landm ark strived to maintain its collaborative learning culture. One
participant stated, “N ever give up on people. You never know, one day you might find
someone who is interested in learning.”
3. W hat are teachers’ perceptions o f the literacy specialist’s leadership style as it
affects collaboration in the schools’ learning com m unities?
The literacy specialist’s learning leadership style is supported by classroom
teachers’ positive perceptions o f literacy learning leadership. The following points are
reinforced by the evidence o f high agreement, m edium agreement, and low agreem ent in
Table 4.7 in Chapter 4.
Positive Perceptions
The literacy specialist is the central force in the learning com m unity by
supporting the reciprocity betw een learning and learning leadership (Bean, 2004). The
data explains teachers’ positive perceptions o f the learning leadership style o f the literacy
specialist are supported by the literacy specialist’s actions as literacy learner and literacy
learning leader. These actions included dem onstrating literacy know ledge and skill as a
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learning leader as well as acting as an active literacy learner and team w orker in the
learning com m unity. Landm ark recognized the importance o f the literacy specialist as
literacy learning leader, mentor, and co-learner in the community. These beliefs
reinforced their highly collaborative learning culture. Although Covey recognized the
expertise o f their literacy specialist, this school disregarded the collaborative efforts of
the literacy specialist. Farsey reaffirm ed their non-collaborative learning culture as well
as their disrespect o f their literacy specialist by favoring minimal learning interaction and
a cautious or hands-off attitude toward teachers.
The data also reveal teachers’ negative perceptions of the literacy specialist’s
leadership style constrain their literacy learning communities. All schools agreed that
classroom teachers’ negative perceptions o f literacy learning leadership are constraints to
collaboration in the learning com m unity. The following points are reinforced by the
evidence o f high agreement, m edium agreem ent, and low agreement in Table 4.8 in
Chapter 4.
N egative Perceptions
T eachers’ negative perceptions o f this leadership style result from the literacy
specialist’s disinterest or inactivity in learning leadership, authoritarian attitudes, and a
poor prior reputation as a classroom teacher. Landm ark believed teachers’ negative
perceptions o f the literacy specialist were undeserved. However, C ovey and Farsey
believed these perceptions could easily be justified. As opposed to Landm ark, Covey
rarely collaborated with the literacy specialist and disregarded the learning leadership
efforts o f their literacy specialist. Since Farsey was not interested in collaboration, this
school favored isolated learning behind closed doors.
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4.

How do the teachers’ perceptions o f the literacy specialist’s role as literacy

learning leader influence the collaborative learning culture in the three schools?
All participants agreed the literacy specialist is supported as literacy learning
leader by acting as a catalyst for literacy learning and literacy learning leadership. This
statement is reinforced by the evidence o f high and m edium agreement in Table 4.9 and
low agreement in Table 4.10 in Chapter 4.
Catalyst for Learning and Learning Leadership
The literacy specialist m ust be a life-long learner to be effective in the role as
literacy learning leader in schools (Bean, 2004). The literacy specialist acts as the
catalyst in the literacy learning com m unity by strengthening learning and learning
leadership roles. A cyclical pattern o f learning reciprocity existed between the literacy
specialist and the classroom teachers. The literacy specialist was supported as learning
leader by strengthening teachers as literacy learners and literacy learning leaders through
a team w ork learning effort. Collaborative feedback between the literacy specialist and
classroom teachers strengthened the literacy specialist in this role. Landm ark had a
strongly collaborative culture because this school realized the literacy specialist and
classroom teachers relied on each other to strengthen their learning com munity. A
Landm ark participant stated, “Sue has inspired m e to becom e a learning leader for my
peers. H owever, my feedback has helped Sue becom e a stronger learning leader.
Landm ark realized the importance o f a netw orking approach to learning as a team.
Covey considered their literacy specialist as the school’s literacy learning leader
in name only. This school did not recognize the im portance o f the literacy specialist as
supportive to the exchange o f learning and learning leadership roles. C ovey’s literacy
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specialist focused on needing a thick skin to face teachers’ disinterest in collaborative
learning. These beliefs reaffirm C ovey’s m ildly collaborative learning culture. Farsey
again reflected its non-collaborative culture because this school believed the literacy
specialist should not interfere with classroom teachers.
In addition to a review o f the supportive characteristics o f the literacy specialist as
literacy learning leader, this research revealed a num ber o f characteristics that interfere
with or constrain this literacy leader within collaborative literacy learning com m unities.
The constraints o f the literacy specialist as literacy learning leader result from a) not
acting as a catalyst for learning and learning leadership, and b) teachers’ negative
perceptions o f literacy learning leadership, and c) influences o f the traditional culture o f
learning. The follow ing discussion is reinforced by the evidence of high agreement,
medium agreement, and low agreem ent in Table 4.11 in Chapter 4.
N ot Acting as a Learning and Learning Leadership Catalyst
The literacy specialist is the literacy learning leader, mentor, and coach to the
literacy learning com m unity (Lyons and Pinnell, 2001). The lack o f literacy expertise
and inactivity in the learning leadership role prevent the literacy specialist from being the
catalyst in the learning com m unity. Landm ark reaffirm ed its strongly collaborative
learning culture by recognizing the im portant role o f the literacy specialist as supportive
to reciprocity in learning and learning leadership.
Teachers’ N egative Perceptions o f Literacy Learning Leadership
Farsey School believed not having a cautious approach with a hands-off attitude
toward teachers constrained the literacy specialist as literacy learning leader. These
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beliefs reaffirm ed Farsey as a non-collaborative learning culture by disregarding the role
o f learning leadership.
Influences o f the Traditional C ulture of Learning
The traditional culture o f learning in schools is characterized by a top-down
control o f learning and preferences to learn in isolation (Fullan, 2001). Covey explained
the im position o f additional duties on the literacy specialist by school administrators and
the literacy specialist’s broad and unclear job description cause the literacy specialist to
appear unim portant among colleagues. C ovey’s and Farsey’s beliefs about collaborative
learning with the literacy specialist are reflective o f the school’s traditional culture of
learning. Both Covey and Farsey did not acknow ledge the im portance o f collaboration
about literacy with the literacy specialist. Covey perceived collaboration with the literacy
specialist to be a top-down approach to learning with the literacy specialist as the learning
leader and the classroom teachers as followers. Farsey favored learning in isolation and
focused on avoiding interactive learning.
5.

W hat are the teachers’ perceptions o f the classroom teacher as literacy learning

leader and how do these perceptions influence collaboration in their schools?
C lassroom teachers’ learning leadership roles are necessary to im prove schools
and meet school reform dem ands (W asley, 1991). Classroom teachers are supported as
literacy learning leaders among their peers by a) the w illingness to be a catalyst for
literacy learning and literacy learning leadership and b) external motivations. These
points are reinforced by the evidence o f high agreem ent and medium agreement in Table
4.12 and low agreem ent in Table 4.13 in Chapter 4.
Catalyst for Literacy Learning and Literacy Learning Leadership
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Teachers are supported in their roles as learning leaders by the w illingness to assume
these roles and the interest in professional development. Landm ark considered learning
leadership to be an individual and group effort. However, Covey and Farsey
acknowledge learning leadership as individual efforts. In addition, Covey viewed these
roles as top-down efforts. Landm ark realized teachers’ learning leadership supported
their learning com m unity. A Landm ark participant stated, “W e get stronger as a learning
com m unity by sharing w hat we know and by teaching each other.” This statement
reaffirm ed their highly collaborative learning culture. Since Landm ark recognized the
im portance o f a team effort in learning, an appropriate metaphor for this school is
“team w ork all around.”
External M otivation
Farsey disregarded the im portant role o f the classroom teacher in the learning
com m unity by criticizing teachers for accepting learning leadership roles. A Farsey
participant described classroom teacher learning leaders as being very obvious and
“show -off-y” in front o f their peers. These attitudes reaffirm Farsey as a noncollaborative learning com m unity due to their disinterest in collaboration and their
ignorance o f collaborative learning with colleagues. In addition to a review o f the
supportive characteristics o f the classroom teacher as literacy learning leader among
peers, this research revealed a num ber o f characteristics that interfere with or constrain
the classroom teacher in this role. Classroom teachers refrain from accepting literacy
learning leadership roles due to a) threats to self-efficacy and b) the traditional culture o f
learning. These points are reinforced by the evidence o f high agreement, medium
agreement, and low agreem ent in Table 4.14 in Chapter 4.
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Threats to Self-Efficacy
Threats to self-efficacy in one’s craft discourage teachers from assum ing learning
leadership roles. C ovey strongly focused on these threats as constraints. A Covey
participant noted, “ It’s hard to act as a learning leader when teachers always criticize
what you say. It’s hard to deal with that.” Since Covey viewed literacy learning
leadership as the jo b o f the literacy specialist, teachers did not encourage or support each
other as learning leaders. Based on the school’s w eak understanding o f powerful
collaboration and its constrained efforts to support an effective collaborative learning
environm ent, the data clearly reflect Covey as m oderately collaborative. A m etaphor of
“wishful thinking” is appropriate for this school.
The Traditional Culture o f Learning
N egative influences o f the school’s traditional culture of learning constraining
these roles include preferences for learning in isolation, and the lack of time. These
constraints restrict teachers’ constructive dialogue about their craft (Little, 1982). Covey
and Farsey believed classroom teachers needed to conform as followers and not leaders
o f learning due to the absence o f the “expert” label. A Farsey respondent stated, “I d on’t
see m yself as a leader. I see m yself as a follower.” These beliefs contributed to F arsey’s
non-collaborative learning culture and strongly reflected it as a non-collaborative learning
culture. N ot only was Farsey disinterested in collaboration, this school did not know how
to establish or m aintain a learning culture. Farsey also did not recognize the im portance
o f the literacy specialist in learning com m unities and viewed classroom teachers’
learning leadership roles with criticism and mockery. A justifiable m etaphor for Farsey
is “a deserted island.”
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Importance to Research
A powerful collaborative learning culture requires social engagem ent in learning
(Dewey, 1916, 1938; V ygotsky, 1978). Collaboration em phasizes the recognition o f the
literacy specialist and classroom teachers as learners and learning leaders o f the learning
community. Collaborative literacy learning com m unities have been heralded as
necessary for school im provem ent (W epner, Strickland, and Feeley, 2002). However,
based on the data, the future o f collaborative literacy learning com m unities seems to be in
question.
Landm ark exhibited a highly collaborative literacy learning culture. Covey
dem onstrated a m oderately collaborative culture, and Farsey reflected a non-collaborative
culture o f learning. Although Landm ark recognized constraints to collaboration exist,
this school’s passion for literacy learning far outw eighed these constraints. Covey and
Farsey, however, focused on the interwoven com plications to collaboration. Although
Covey focused on com plications from the school’s traditional culture o f learning, this
school particularly concentrated on threats to self-efficacy. F arsey’s lack o f interest in
collaboration erased any desire to learn how to becom e a collaborative learning
com munity. The task o f changing a school’s traditional culture o f learning into a
collaborative culture is com plex due to a tapestry o f these negative influences. In
addition, change is unique to each school and no successful blueprint for change exists
(Fullan, 2001, Lieberman, 1986). The following section makes im plications about the
need for collaborative literacy learning com m unities in Title 1 Schools.
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Implications
The im plications from this research for Title 1 Schools are clear. The continuum
o f collaboration in the data provides a model for success and failure o f collaborative
literacy learning com m unities in Title 1schools. Title 1 schools should review the three
models o f learning com m unities provided by Landm ark, Covey, and Farsey to understand
the supportive and constraining factors in establishing and maintaining collaborative
literacy learning com munities. The need for qualified literacy specialists to support
collaborative literacy learning and literacy learning leadership in schools is evident. A
plan for powerful collaboration betw een the literacy specialist and classroom teachers to
support reciprocity in learning and learning leadership also is essential. Theoretically
speaking, these im plications make sense. The following sections make conclusions based
on the evidence in the research findings.

C onclusions
This section provides research-based conclusions that serve as the principles
underpinning this research study. The statem ents summarize the perceptions and
perspectives o f three Title 1 Schools concerning collaborative literacy learning
com m unities. These conclusions encom pass the schools’ teachers’ views on
collaborative literacy learning am ong colleagues, the effects of the literacy specialist as
literacy learning leader, and the support o f the classroom teacher as literacy learning
leader within collaborative literacy learning com munities.
1)

A vision o f learning im provem ent and support o f reciprocity in learning and

learning leadership strengthen collaborative literacy learning com m unities. This vision is
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important because it is com posed o f the guiding principles and beliefs learners hold to be
im portant to the success in students’ learning and teachers’ literacy learning and literacy
teaching practices. A vision o f powerful learning serves to strengthen the learning
com m unity by keeping collaborators focused to the task of learning and learning
leadership. D uFour and Baker (1998) explained a vision “ . . . instills an organization
with a sense o f direction” (p. 62). Supporting a vision of learning im provem ent is critical
since the bureaucratic control in schools has seemed unable to raise students’ reading test
scores and, as a result, has been unable to narrow the literacy achievem ent gap between
students. In consideration o f this point and the history o f school reform initiatives, school
reform m easures, incoiporating bureaucratic control of schools, will continue. This
research has indicated the top-down control o f schools has discouraged collaborative
literacy learning cultures in Title 1 schools.
2) A supportive learning environm ent and organization in learning strengthen
teachers’ sense o f self-efficacy as literacy learners and literacy learning leaders. D ew ey
(1916, 1938) and V ygotsky (1978) agreed learning occurs within a socially constructed
and supportive learning environm ent. Strengthening teachers as powerful learners raises
their students’ literacy learning achievem ent and supports teachers’ self-efficacy in their
craft (Rosenholtz, 1991). A heightened sense o f self-efficacy as learner and learning
leader supports pow erful collaborative literacy learning com munities and lessen the
negative influences o f the traditional culture o f learning in schools.
3) Influences o f the traditional culture o f learning constrain collaborative literacy
learning com m unities. U nsupportive learning environm ents with disorganization in
learning also threaten teachers’ self-efficacy in their craft and contribute to these
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constraints. Lyons and Pinnell (2001) discussed the im portance o f colleagues’ talk about
teaching practices to improve learning and teaching. U nsupportive learning
environm ents and the lack o f purpose or direction in learning discourage colleagues’
shared talk about teaching and weaken literacy learning com m unity. These conditions
constrain literacy learning and encourage the bureaucratic top-down control o f schools,
one o f the m ajor reform perspectives.
4) A pattern o f reciprocity in learning and learning leadership between the literacy
specialist and classroom teachers is necessary for the success o f collaborative literacy
learning com m unities. Teachers’ shared dialogue about their teaching improves their
teaching practices as well as a spirit o f cam araderie to encourage literacy learning and
literacy learning leadership (Little, 1981, 1982, 1990).
5) A professional leadership approach and role m odeling as learner and learning
leader support the literacy specialist as learning leader. Reciprocity in learning and
learning leadership between the literacy specialist and classroom teacher relies on trust,
rapport, and shared professional dialogue and feedback about literacy between the
literacy specialist and classroom teachers. These conditions support a powerful literacy
learning culture in the school. Exercising a hands-off approach tow ard teachers
discourages or lim its collaborative learning. Although m ost participants agreed the
literacy specialist is welcom ed as the literacy leader and is an integral part o f the literacy
learning com m unity, some participants did not hold the same beliefs. These teachers
relied on their teaching experiences as their guide in their literacy learning and teaching.
Recognizing the im portance o f strengthening collaborative literacy learning cultures in
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Title 1 schools is vital in m eeting school reform demands and avoiding school reform
initiatives enforcing the traditional culture o f learning.
6) The literacy specialist’s unprofessional leadership style and lack o f literacy
expertise constrain the effects o f the literacy specialist as learning leader. Since the
literacy specialist is the literacy expert in schools, this specialist must know how to
im part knowledge o f literacy learning and teaching as well as work with adults
(International Reading Council, 1998).
7) M odeling as learner and learning leader with a supportive leadership style
supports the classroom teacher as literacy learning leader. Reciprocity in learning and
learning leadership betw een the classroom teacher and literacy specialist supports the
classroom teacher as literacy learning leader. The classroom teacher learning leader can
act as a visible leader among colleagues or as a supportive learning leader on the side.
Teachers’ literacy learning leadership is both an individual and group leadership effort.
M odeling as learner and leader supports the reciprocity of learning and learning
leadership in collaborative literacy learning com munities. A teacher’s supportive
leadership style strengthens other teachers’ self-confidence and self-efficacy as literacy
learners and leaders. Learning leaders’ preferences for visible or on-the-side leadership
efforts are dependent on their personalities. Reciprocity in learning is strengthened
through individual or group learning leadership efforts.
8) Influences o f the traditional culture o f learning as well as an unsupportive
leadership style and the lack o f know ledge about literacy constrain the classroom teacher
as learning leader. Research about school reform supports classroom teachers as the
experts about teaching and learning leaders among colleagues (Barth, 1990). These
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beliefs are contradicted when teachers view them selves as followers and not leaders of
learning and rely on patterns o f conservative thinking in their literacy teaching practices.
These beliefs and attitudes discourage collaborative literacy learning and encourage
conform ity and passiveness in teaching. This situation leads to uncertainty in teaching,
disenchantm ent with the teaching profession, and eventual attrition from the workforce
and the eventual deprofessionalization o f the teaching profession (Rosenholtz, 1991).
Effective collaborative literacy learning com m unities are intended to raise the
professionalization of teaching by encouraging teachers to be active in their practice by
assum ing learning and learning leadership roles.

R ecom m endations
This section discusses recom m endations for school and district level school
adm inistrators and for further research study to raise Title 1 schools’ interest in
collaborative literacy learning com munities.
1) D istrict and school adm inistrators should study the three models o f
collaborative literacy learning com m unities to assist district and school adm inistrators in
understanding how to establish and support collaborative learning com m unities in their
schools. This will help distriet and school level adm inistrators understand consequences
on collaborative learning cultures in schools resulting from a single-m inded top-down
type o f adm inistration. To redress this, suggest m ore effective ways o f w orking with
teachers through the process of collaborative literacy learning.
2) Q ualitative studies o f departm entalizing teaching in the Title I elem entary
schools should be considered in two areas: reading, and math and science. B y allowing
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teachers to choose their preferred area o f teaching, and focusing teachers’ concentration
in one area, literacy collaboration among colleagues, their teaching practices, and
students’ academic achievem ent can be improved. These results will redress school
reform demands.
3) Providing incentive-based professional developm ent in teachers’ teaching areas
both during and after school hours will reinforce the value of collaboration. Extended
professional developm ent raises teachers’ self-efficacy in their craft and provides
encouragem ent to engage in shared learning with colleagues. Additionally, incentives can
be helpful in guiding teachers to assume literacy learning leadership roles among their
colleagues. These incentives will interest and encourage classroom teachers to becom e
active as literacy learning leaders among their colleagues.
4) M ore literacy specialists in Title 1 schools are needed to work with teachers in
the classrooms as co-learners and co-teachers as a literacy learning com munity.
Interactive learning enables both the literacy specialist and classroom teacher to act as
learners and learning leaders for each other. This learning will strengthen the learning
com m unity within the school.
5) Consider the literacy specialists’ roles to reflect two main areas; prim ary
(Kindergarten through grade two) and interm ediate (grades three through five). The
literacy specialist can becom e more effective in the role o f literacy learning leader by
concentrating on one main area. Research how literacy specialists can becom e more
influential in the school’s collaborative literacy learning com m unity by conducting a
qualitative study in Title 1 schools to com pare the effects o f literacy specialists in the role
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as learning leader for both prim ary and interm ediate as opposed to literacy specialists in
either a prim ary or interm ediate role.
6) M ore effective ways o f establishing and m aintaining collaborative learning
environm ents within and across Title 1 schools needs to remain an active area o f inquiry.
Incorporate the role o f the literacy specialist and classroom teacher as learning leaders
within these learning com m unities. Teachers’ collegial shared learning efforts strengthen
the literacy learning com m unity by raising teachers’ self-efficacy as literacy learners and
teachers. Strengthening teachers’ shared learning also can reduce threats to teachers’
self-efficacy as literacy teachers and reduce fears o f engaging in collaboration.
7) Research protocols need to be conducted to explore the roles o f classroom
teachers as learning leaders am ong their peers. This research will clarify these teaches’
roles as learners and learning leaders and docum ent their influences on their colleagues.
8) Conduct a qualitative study investigating two schools that reflect their
adm inistrators’ encouragem ent and support or lack o f encouragem ent and support for
collaborative learning about literacy among their teachers. This research will increase
understanding about school adm inistrators’ influence on the collaborative learning o f the
teachers within their schools.

Summary
The purpose of this research was to investigate the culture o f learning in three
Title 1 schools. These investigations were made through the perceptions and
perspectives o f the teachers in these schools. C ollaborative learning com m unities meet
the demands o f school reform by im proving Title 1 Schools (Glickman and Alridge,
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2001 ). Landm ark exhibited a strong collaborative literacy learning culture by focusing
on the im portance o f constructive learning efforts or the “w e-ness” and team w ork in
learning. Landm ark also believed role m odeling as learner and learning leader set
presidents for the exchange o f learning and learning leadership roles. Covey believed
collaboration involved a top-down approach to learning. A lthough Covey concentrated
on the need to remain autonom ous in routine literacy teaching practices and the
avoidance o f literacy learning leadership roles, this school m aintained a wishful thinking
attitude. Farsey exhibited total disinterest in eollaborative learning and believed
collaboration was burdensom e and wasteful creating a sense that they were on a deserted
island. W hile Landm ark concentrated on developing “we-ness” in learning, Farsey
foeused on “I.” The reeulturization o f Title 1 schools is a popular issue beeause the
future o f collaborative learning com m unities remains suspect (Fullan, 2001). These
schools cannot be deserted islands or wishful thinkers. Title 1 Schools must em brace a
learning spirit o f “team w ork all around.” As the twenty-first century continues to unfold,
these schools must strive to trust in a culture of collaborative learning to becom e
dem ocratic contexts for learning.
As a literacy specialist I have worked with students as well as teachers in Title 1
schools. I always w anted to be as effective as possible in this role and I knew
collaborative learning with teachers was the answer. However, I learned collaboration is
not an easy task as a result o f the lack o f time, my additional responsibilities, and
teachers’ overw helm ing responsibilities. M any times teachers avoided the
responsibilities o f shared learning and refused to assume roles as literacy learning
leaders. Teachers were disinterested in after-school study group sessions and other
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extended professional developm ent opportunities in literacy learning. I felt like I was
alone in my endeavors to create a powerful collaborative literacy learning culture at my
school causing me to question my talent, initiatives and efforts as a learning leader.
Fortunately, my father influenced my passion for learning and becom ing a life
long learner. I realize this quality is important to becom e a skilled professional and a
powerful influence on others. This passion has guided any decisions I have made
concerning my career. These feelings as well as my interest to learn with and through
others m otivated me to pursue an FdD Degree to research the broad topic of
collaboration.
Although I have always found the topic o f collaboration interesting, learning
about the historical context o f school reform, heightened my interest. I wanted to learn
the extent to which the influences o f the traditional culture of learning affect teachers’
interest in collaboration. After having conducted and analyzed my research, I see these
negative influences are much alive and, unfortunately, doing very well. However, I have
learned collaborative learning can be successful. I am prepared to face possible
disinterest in collaboration because I understand w hy teachers would prefer learning in
isolation. M ore im portantly, my passion for collaborative literacy learning and literacy
learning leadership has been reenergized eausing me to become more motivated to
encourage and support collaborative learning among m y colleagues to function as a
powerful literacy learning com munity.
Finally, and most im portantly, I believe pow erful learning supports dem ocracy in
our society. Fffective collaboration im proves literacy teaching practices, raises students’
literacy achievem ent, and strengthens teachers’ self-confidence as effective literacy
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learners and literacy instructors. These effects preserve com m unities o f collaborative
learning in Title 1 schools and elim inate the need for school reform. M aking students
more proficient in literacy raises their self-confidence and eneourages them to becom e
independent life-long learners. Students will becom e productive and responsible citizens
of our society capable o f m eeting the challenges o f our diverse and constantly changing
world.
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APPENDIX I

LETTER OF PARTICIPATION
U niversity o f Nevada, Las Vegas
Departm ent o f Curriculum & Instruction
4505 M aryland Parkw ay
Las Vegas, NV 89154
I am Carol Ann Esposito, a doctoral student at the University o f N evada, Las Vegas in
the D epartm ent o f Curriculum & Instruction.
I am requesting your participation in a research project studying teachers’ perceptions
and perspectives on collaborative learning com m unities in literacy teaching and the
influences on these com m unities from literacy leaders.
Y our participation will involve an initial interview followed by possible follow up
interviews. The interviews will be solely with the researcher and will last 30 to 45
m inutes each. There are minimal risks or discom forts associated with this research and
its cost will involve your time spent during the interview ing sessions.
Y our potential benefits from this research are the reporting o f the results o f the collected
data and its contribution toward strengthening collaborative learning am ong teachers in
the area o f literacy teaching. Y our participation will add to the general body o f
know ledge on this subject.
You will not be receiving com pensation for your time spent in this study.
Your participation is com pletely voluntary and your anonym ity will be m aintained. All
records o f data will be retained for a period of three years in a safe and confidential
location in the hom e o f the researcher and then destroyed.
For questions concerning this research study, you may contact me at my hom e at 5620168 or m y doctoral com m ittee chair. Dr. M artha Young, through the D epartm ent of
Curriculum & Instruction at 895-0836. If you have questions regarding the rights of
research subjects, please contact the UNLV Office for the Protection o f Research
Subjects at 895-2794.
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Y our participation is com pletely voluntary. You may withdraw from participation at any
time during the study.
By signing below, you are acknow ledging receipt of this inform ation regarding the study
and agree to participate. You will be given a copy o f this form.

Signature o f Participant

Date

Signature o f R esearcher

Date
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A P P E N D IX II

Q U ESTIO N N A IRE FOR C LA SSROO M TEACHERS
The purpose o f this questionnaire is to explain your understanding o f collaboration and
what influences your literacy teaching.

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
How many years have you been teaching in this school? 2-4 5-7

8-12

13-16

17 or

more
Please circle the areas in w hich you hold a literacy endorsem ent, certificate or degree;
literacy endorsem ent; reading endorsem ent; reading specialist; K-8 literacy M Ed; TESL;
other__________

BACKGROUND
Please rank

m ost (1) to least (5) how the following have influenced you concept of

collaboration about literacy since you have becom e a teacher;
a _____ the principal
b _____ the literacy specialist
c _____ other classroom teachers in this school
d _____ teachers or literacy specialists in other schools
e _____ new faculty
f

professional resources (professional journals or books, reading programs)
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g _____ team teaching partner
h _____ professional developm ent (inservices, staff developm ents, district-related
professional developm ent, university-related courses or faculty, literacy-related
organizations or study groups, literacy conferences)

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1. W hat is your definition o f literacy collaboration?
2. Describe ways that collaboration benefits your literacy teaching practices.
3. W hat makes collaboration unsuccessful?
4. W hat is your definition o f a “learning com m unity?”
5. In a perfect world, how w ould a learning com munity affect or influence you and
your literacy teaching practice?
6. W hat qualities o f an effective leader o f literacy learning do you consider
important?
7. Describe the leadership style or qualities of the literacy specialist at your school.
8. D escribe one or m ore situations in which your literacy specialist exhibited
characteristics o f being an effective learning leader.
9. How have you acted as a learning leader among the teachers at your school?
Describe one or m ore situations.
10. W hat prevents a teacher from developing as a learning leader am ong o n e’s
colleagues?
11. Describe one or more situations in which the literacy specialist at your school has
motivated you to act as a learning leader among the teachers in your school?
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A P P E N D IX III

Q U ESTION N AIRE EOR LITERACY SPECIALISTS
The purpose o f this questionnaire is to understand your perceptions o f collaboration and
your perspectives on learning com m unities.

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
How many years have you taught in a regular classroom ? N ever
13-16

1-2 3-5

6-8 9-12

17 or more

How many years have you been a literacy specialist?
Have you only been a literacy specialist at this school?

3-5

6-7

Yes

8-12

13 or more

No

How many years have you been in this school as a literacy specialist?

1-2

3-5

6-9

10 or more
Please circle all areas in which you hold a literacy endorsem ent, specialist title, or degree:
literacy endorsem ent; reading endorsem ent; reading specialist;

K-8 literacy M ED;

TESL; other______________________

INITIAL INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1. Explain or describe situations to cause collaboration among teachers to be necessary
for learning about literacy teaching and learning.
2. Erom your perspective, explain the benefits o f teachers’ collaboration about literacy
learning and teaching.
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3. W hat are the reasons that make teachers’ collaboration not effective?
4. W hat is your definition o f a “learning com m unity?”
5. How has this type o f learning affected you and your literacy leadership role?
6. In a perfect world, w hat would be the qualities o f an effective literacy leader?
7. D escribe yourself as an effective literacy leader.
8. Define your concept o f an ineffective literacy leader.
9. Can you explain how the teachers with whom you work influenced or affected your
practice as a literacy leader?
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A P P E N D IX IV

FIR ST F O L L O W -U P IN T E R V IE W FO R F R A N K (C L A S S R O O M T E A C H E R “L A N D M A R K E L E M E N T A R Y SC H O O L ”)

1. W hat m otivates you to share what you have learned w ith your colleagues?
2. Have your recent inservices increased your m otivation to share your knowledge with
your colleagues?
3. Some people are unw illing to participate in trying new ideas. W hy?
4. You talked about starting with the end in mind. M ust people participate in trying new
ideas? W hy?
5 . 1 am part of a learning com m unity among the teachers at my school. Describe me.
6. Do you consider yourself a leader o f learning am ong the teachers at your school? If so,
describe yourself. If not, why not?
7. Do you think you’ve influenced or affected the practice o f the literacy specialist at
your school? How?
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APPEND IX V

EIR ST E O L L O W -U P IN T E R V IE W EOR M A R Y (C L A S S R O O M T E A C H E R “L A N D M A R K E L E M E N T A R Y SC H O O L ”)

1.Can you explain how the learning during your collaboration meetings with your
colleagues is facilitated?
2. Do you find som eone assumes the leadership role during your PLC m eetings? W ho?
3. Do you find that the teachers preferring to work behind closed classroom doors ever
collaborate with you about literacy learning? W hen, where, how, and why?
4. Can you describe the positive attitude o f your literacy specialist?
5. W hy do you think some teachers here are not receptive to the literacy specialist’s
attem pts to help them with their literacy teaching practices?
6. You said you plan math together but reading has not been done in the same way. Can
you elaborate on this?
7. Can you elaborate m ore on what you m eant by “expanding your horizons?”
8. W hy do you think other classroom teachers are not going to the IRA conference?
9. Are all teachers involved in the fam ily literacy night events? How are these events
planned, organized, and facilitated?
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A P P E N D IX VI

EIR ST E O L L O W -U P IN T E R V IE W FO R S U E (L IT E R A C Y S P E C IA L IS T “L A N D M A R K E L E M E N T A R Y SC H O O L ”

1.What causes som e people not to want to collaborate?
2. W hat percentage o f the responsibility for learning in your study group sessions do the
teachers hold?
3. W ho are the tutors for your after school program ?
4. How do you get into classroom s for modeling and dem onstrating? Do you feel free to
go into classroom s at your will?
5. D o you find teachers are motivated to act as learning leaders among their peers by your
exam ple o f being a learning leader? In what ways? If not, why not?
6. How do you decide which teachers need that extra “push” (ex. taking the Project Life
Reading Intervention Program, etc.)?
7. How would an effective literacy leader approach someone who is ju st not open to new
and better ideas?
8. Erank and M ary are leaders o f literacy learning for their peers. Can you explain why?
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A P P E N D IX VII

EIRST E O L L O W -U P IN T E R V IE W FO R R O SE (C L A S S R O O M T E A C H E R “C O V E Y E L E M E N T A R Y SC H O O L ”)

1.What are teachers’ best sources for learning about literacy teaching and practices?
2.The literacy-related collaboration between my colleagues and me has enlightened me in
more ways than just im proving my teaching practices. I have learned
3. Describe the most effective literacy specialist.
4. My new job assignm ent is to create a collaborative literacy learning culture in my
school. I need to
5. W hy do some people shy aw ay from a collaborative setting by “shutting their doors?”
6. Do teachers tend to create a safe learning environm ent to ask questions, experim ent,
reflect on practices, and then ask more questions?
7. W hat do you think are the underlying reasons for disillusionm ent with teaching?
8. W hat comes easier for teachers: acting as leaders or learners?
9. Acting as a learning leader for my peers has caused me to grow as a professional
because ...
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A P P E N D IX VIII

FIRST FO LLO W -U P IN TERV IEW FOR TINA (CLASSROOM TEA CH ER - “COVEY
ELEM ENTARY SC H O O L”)
1.

A teacher at my school has created a successful collaborative culture in my school

because ...
2 . 1 can say collaboration among my peers has made me grow as a professional because

3. W hy do som e people shy aw ay from a collaborative setting by “shutting their doors?”
4. Do teachers tend to create a safe learning environm ent to ask questions, experiment,
reflect on practices, and then ask more questions?
5. W hat do you think are the underlying reasons for disillusionm ent with teaching?
6. W hat com es easier for teachers: acting as leaders or learners?
7. W hat are teachers’ best sources for learning about literacy learning and teaching?
8. The literacy-related collaboration between my colleagues and me has enlightened me
in more ways than just improving my teaching practices. I have learned ...
9. Describe the most effective literacy specialist.
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A P P E N D IX IX

F IR ST F O L L O W -U P IN T E R V IE W EOR L U C Y (L IT E R A C Y S P E C IA L IS T - “C O V E Y

ELEM ENTARY SCH O O L”)
1. W hat stops people from acting as “visible leaders” among their colleagues?
2. Y our school is traveling on the “in-road” to collaboration. Tell me about the learning
environm ent in the school.
3. Is an “in-road” to collaboration an effective way to establish effective change for
teachers. If so, describe this change.
4. Y ou’ve tried collaborating with peers but you’ve found the process too difficult. W hat
would you do or say to teachers to try to make collaboration work?
5. You m odeled or dem onstrated a lesson and the teacher was interested and started to
ask you questions in order to learn more. W hat do you do next?
6. Does the existence o f the top-dow n control o f learning in schools influence the literacy
specialist’s efforts to be a learning leader for the teachers in the school?
7. W hat w ould stop a Literacy specialist from going into a classroom aside from im posed
duties and an unw elcom e feeling?
8. Y ou’ve written a book entitled The Literacv Specialist’s Survival K it. W hat are the
names o f your chapters?
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9. Are you a m em ber o f a Professional Learning Com m unity or a m em ber o f the school’s
peer coaching team?
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APPENDIX X

FIR ST F O L L O W -U P IN T E R V IE W FOR H E LE N (C L A S S R O O M T E A C H E R “F A R S E Y E L E M E N T A R Y SC H O O L ” )

1. You said in-service presenters have been “pushy-gung-hooey.” W hat makes an
inservice more effective for you?
2. You explained why you and your team partner can be collaborative. W hat is necessary
for you to be able to effectively collaborate with another colleague?
3. Do you find collaboration am ong teachers exists in this school? W hy or why not?
4. W hat are the necessary ingredients for effective collaboration among teachers?
5. W hat should a literacy specialist do in order to be more effective as a literacy learning
leader for teachers?
6. W hat is the purpose o f your Professional Learning Com m unities (PLCs) and how are
your PL C ’s facilitated? Have they been effective?
7. W ho makes the decisions about ordering reading m aterials? Aside from the leveled
readers, have other reading m aterials been ordered?
8. Do you find your Student Im provem ent Program (SIP) meetings are effective or
ineffective? W hy?
9.Explain why a classroom teacher would be inclined to becom e a leader o f literacy
learning am ong his/her peers?
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A P P E N D IX XI

F IR ST E O L L O W -U P IN T E R V IE W FO R JE SSE (C L A S S R O O M T E A C H E R “F A R S E Y E L E M E N T A R Y SC H O O L ” )

1. You said “W e’re bombarded with ‘This is the w ay to do it’.” W ho says this?
2. Aside from the lack of time, why else do teachers choose not to collaborate with their
peers at school?
3. Collaboration among teachers exists at Farsey elem entary school. Can you explain
w hat this collaboration looks like?
4. W hat is the purpose of a learning com m unity?
5. You said the teachers in your Professional Learning Com m unity (PLC) are very
agreeable. W hat are they agreeable about?
6. In your opinion, why would a classroom teacher be inclined to act as a leader of
literacy learning among his/her colleagues?
7. How are decisions made about ordering students’ and teachers’ literacy materials at
this school?
8. Are your Student Im provem ent Program (SIP) meetings effective? W hy or why not?
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A P P E N D IX XII

F IR S T E O L L O W -U P IN T E R V IE W FO R L O N A (L IT E R A C Y S P E C IA L IS T “F A R S E Y E L E M E N T A R Y SC H O O L ”)

Lon a - Literacy Specialist - “Earsey elem entary school”
First Eollow-Up Interview
1. W hat happened to the 3 literacy people at this school?
2. How essential do you consider yourself in the collaboration process here at the school?
3. Do you find teachers teaching for a num ber o f years choose to collaborate or not
collaborate with their colleagues?
4. W hat are the effects o f new and seasoned teachers engaging in collaboration?
5. In your opinion who needs collaboration more: new or seasoned teachers and why?
6. You said some o f these Professional Learning Comm unities (PLC ’s ) can get off on a
tangent. W hat do you mean by that?
7. W hat does a literacy leader need to be know ledgeable about?
8. If you w ere ju st starting your career as a literacy specialist would you do things
differently? And if so, in w hat ways?
9. W hat have classroom teachers taught you about collaboration?
10. W hat have classroom teachers taught you about literacy learning leadership?
11. W hat does being a leader mean to you? Is this different than being a learning leader?
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12. Can leadership ev er b e shared? H ow ?
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A P P E N D IX XIII

S E C O N D F O L L O W -U P IN T E R V IE W FO R C L A S S R O O M T E A C H E R S

1. Y ou’ve written a book for your colleagues entitled Advice on Literacv Learning
Collaboration Among Teachers. W hat are the key points you made in your book?
2. Y ou’ve written a book for literacy specialists in schools entitled Advice to Literacv
Specialists. W hat are the key points you made in your book?
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A P P E N D IX X IV

S E C O N D E O L L O W -U P IN T E R V IE W EOR L IT E R A C Y S P E C IA L IST S

1. W hat do the teachers in your school need to learn in order to strengthen the learning
within their literacy learning collaboration efforts?
2. W hat are the advantages and/or disadvantages o f classroom teachers’ literacy learning
leadership roles?
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